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Modern computer systems feature memory hierarchies which typically include DRAM as the
main memory and HDD as the secondary storage. DRAM and HDD have been extensively
used for the past several decades because of their high performance and low cost per bit at their
level of hierarchy. Unfortunately, DRAM is facing serious scaling and power consumption
problems, while HDD has suffered from stagnant performance improvement and poor energy
efficiency. After all, computer system architects have an implicit consensus that there is
no hope to improve future system’s performance and power consumption unless something
fundamentally changes.
To address the looming problems with DRAM and HDD, emerging Non-Volatile RAMs
(NVRAMs) such as Phase Change Memory (PCM) or Spin-Transfer-Toque Magnetoresistive
RAM (STT-MRAM) have been actively explored as new media of future memory hierarchy.
However, since these NVRAMs have quite different characteristics from DRAM and HDD,
integrating NVRAMs into conventional memory hierarchy requires significant architectural
re-considerations and changes, imposing additional and complicated design trade-offs on the
memory hierarchy design. This work assumes a future system in which both main memory
and secondary storage include NVRAMs and are placed on the same memory bus.
In this system organization, this dissertation work has addressed a problem facing the
efficient exploitation of NVRAMs and DRAM integrated into a future platform’s memory
hierarchy. Especially, this dissertation has investigated the system performance and lifetime
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improvement endowed by a novel system architecture called Memorage which co-manages all
available physical NVRAM resources for main memory and storage at a system-level. Also,
the work has studied the impact of a model-guided, hardware-driven page swap in a hybrid
main memory on the application performance. Together, the two ideas enable a future system
to ameliorate high system performance degradation under heavy memory pressure and to
avoid an inefficient use of DRAM capacity due to injudicious page swap decisions.
In summary, this research has not only demonstrated how emerging NVRAMs can be
effectively employed and integrated in order to enhance the performance and endurance of a
future system, but also helped system architects understand important design trade-offs for
emerging NVRAMs based memory and storage systems.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The memory hierarchy of modern computing systems beyond processor cache hierarchies has
a hierarchical organization which is comprised of the system main memory and secondary
storage subsystem. DRAM and HDD have been the best technologies for the main memory
and storage, respectively, for the past several decades, because they provide a satisfactory
performance and cost-per-bit required at each level of the hierarchy. Unfortunately, the
DRAM popularity is being challenged by the scaling problem and limited power budget of
DRAM technology. Similarly, the HDD keeps disappointing system designers with its slow
yearly performance improvement rate and power-burning mechanical operation.
To address these problems, researchers recently started exploring the use of emerging per-
sistent or non-volatile RAMs (shortly, PRAM, PM, or NVRAMs) 1 as a new medium of the
memory hierarchy design. The emerging NVRAMs such as Phase Change Memory (PCM)
and STT-RAM are differentiated from the traditional DRAM and HDD technology in that
they are scalable, byte-addressable, persistent, and energy-efficient. Because of their many
desirable characteristics other than the DRAM and HDD, a future platform is anticipated
to include NVRAMs as main memory, storage, or both. However, emerging NVRAMs also
have their drawbacks, and system designers must cautiously take care of them. For exam-
ple, PCM technology has slower access latency than DRAM, an unbalanced read and write
performance, and a limited cell endurance. Therefore, the integration of emerging NVRAMs
into the conventional memory hierarchy necessitates new architectural changes and support
to fully exploit their strengths while hiding the aforementioned shortcomings.
1The terminology NVRAM may cause confusion because many studies have often used the term to
represent NAND flash memory technology which is neither byte-addressable nor scalable. As such, to avoid
the confusion, we explicitly call the NAND flash memory as an existing NVRAM, not emerging NVRAM with
which this dissertation work deals. The NVRAM denotes an emerging NVRAM unless otherwise mentioned.
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In this dissertation, we have investigated the integration of emerging NVRAMs into the
existing memory hierarchy, and tackled the lack of NVRAM awareness in the traditional
memory hierarchy design to improve the performance and lifetime of an NVRAM-based fu-
ture system. Specifically, a primary goal throughout this study is to improve the performance
of main memory, which is a dominant system component that greatly influences the overall
system performance. Other advantages of emerging NVRAMs such as the energy efficiency
and non-volatility are also interesting to explore, but we will leave them as our future work.
1.1 RECENT TRENDS OF MEMORY HIERARCHY DESIGN
In modern computer systems, having DRAM main memory and HDD secondary storage
has been a de-facto standard organization of memory hierarchy design. However, computer
system designers are recently facing critical challenges on the memory hierarchy design due
to the changed computing environment.
First and most importantly, there are much larger memory demands in a system than
ever before. Keeping up with Moore’s Law [101, 84], multi-core [85, 73] and many-core
processors [45, 40, 104] with multi-level cache hierarchies have become a mainstream of pro-
cessor design in the last decade, and the processors produce a great deal of memory requests
to service within a given time by running multiple applications on multiple cores simultane-
ously. To make matters worse, the memory footprint size of applications continues to grow
and is unlikely to stop increasing in the near future [69, 117]. To meet the increased memory
demand without a detrimental application performance degradation, contemporary memory
systems have multiple memory channels to serve numerous memory requests concurrently
and independently, and exploit the memory-level parallelism among them. Also, the memory
controllers associated with these memory channels have been integrated into a processor chip
and the DRAM device control signals are now generated completely on chip. This integra-
tion enables cores to speed up communications between cores and memory controllers and
as a result, achieve performance improvement [8, 61]. However, a continuing growth of the
memory demand requires current memory systems to further increase memory bandwidth
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and bus speed in addition to memory capacity. To increase the memory bandwidth and
link speed, researchers are exploring the use of distributed, master-slave memory controllers
which control a large aggregate capacity of memory devices [28, 42]. Two factors differenti-
ate this approach from the traditional memory system design. First, only a master memory
controller is integrated into a processor, and many other smaller slave memory controllers
reside on a system motherboard off-chip. Second, the interconnect among memory devices is
based on a fast, point-to-point, serial link technology rather than a conventional parallel bus
interconnect. While the bandwidth and link speed of a memory subsystem can be improved
with the techniques just described, increasing a memory device’s density is not as easy as
bandwidth or links. The DRAM technology for system memory faces the scaling wall of
process technology in which a DRAM cell’s feature size – the minimum transistor length –
cannot shrink further to increase a DRAM chip density (and hence memory capacity) in a
functionally correct and cost-effective way [35].
The choice of researchers to address the DRAM scaling problem largely falls into two ap-
proaches. Some researchers are investigating three dimensional (3D) die stacking technology
as a promising means to increase a per-device memory capacity [75, 97]. For example, Hyrid
Memory Cube (HMC) and High Bandwdith Memory (HBM) increase a per-chip memory ca-
pacity by stacking conventional DRAM dies [30, 53]. This can also improve the performance
and dynamic power consumption of the memory chips because it shortens the signaling dis-
tance, which is enabled by the through-silicon via (TSV) technology [38, 87]. However, in
addition to these advantages, this approach also has some negative effects which not only
increase the vertical dimension of DRAM chips but also aggravate the thermal-induced prob-
lems caused by a heat dissipation in a vertical direction [81, 116]. Although the 3D stacked
DRAM technology can increase the per-chip DRAM capacity, it does not fix the more fun-
damental problem. The problem unable to continually scale down a DRAM cell size remains
unresolved until the DRAM technology itself is replaced by another. For that reason, other
researchers are actively looking for new scalable memory technologies and they think that
emerging NVRAM technologies are possible candidates for DRAM replacements or comple-
ments. Since a transistor feature size of these NVRAMs can be shrunk with an advancement
in process technology, emerging NVRAMs can pack more bits in the same die area without
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increasing chip dimension. Moreover, it is also possible to apply 3D stacking technology
to the NVRAMs in order to further increase the chip capacity. For example, Intel and
Micron have recently announced that their 3D XPoint (“crosspoint”) memory would be ten
times denser than the conventional DRAM [52]. Hence, the approach which adopts emerging
NVRAMs has been considered a better solution to solve the DRAM scaling problem.
Second, in the contemporary computing environment, the power consumption has been
regarded as one of the most important design considerations in a computer system design,
because the cost of electricity gradually becomes a major component of the total operating
expense of modern computer systems [10, 26]. However, it is not surprising that a fraction
of the power consumption of the DRAM memory and HDD storage to the overall system
power is already significant. For instance, previous research showed that the DRAM main
memory in a server system accounted for more than 30% of a total server power consump-
tion [80, 66]. In addition, the power consumption of the DRAM memory, while a system
is idle, is rapidly increasing and becoming comparable to the dynamic power consumption.
For example, in a mobile system, the DRAM power consumption exceeds 30% of a total
power consumption of a system in a stand-by mode. This is due to the fact that a DRAM
cell must be periodically refreshed to prevent data loss caused by the leakage current [114].
Even worse, the power consumption by the wasteful DRAM refresh operations is projected
to account for 50% of the total power consumption of a memory system with future 64Gb
DDR4 DRAM devices [72, 93]. Meanwhile, the HDD storage system contributes to a system
power consumption of an additional 20–30% [10, 58] and exacerbates the problem of overly
high power dissipation in the memory hierarchy. As such, achieving power efficiency in the
memory hierarchy is another crucial problem to address, and needs to be accomplished at
both the memory and storage along the memory hierarchy. Though system architects will
likely continue to harness and improve the existing architectural techniques in order to reduce
the power consumption for DRAM memory and HDD storage, a large power consumption
within the memory hierarchy is fundamentally attributed to the underlying technologies,
DRAM and HDD, to build the memory and storage system. For instance, the HDD con-
sumes a lot of power for performing the required mechanical operations such as spinning
platters and moving actuators. Therefore, building the main memory and storage system
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with other energy efficient technologies is better solution to reduce the power consumption
of the memory hierarchy. In response of the need, emerging NVRAM technologies have been
explored for constructing an energy-efficient memory hierarchy.
Third, the performance gap between DRAM memory and HDD storage system has never
decreased and is growing. Even if the HDD technology’s capacity improvement rate has
managed to keep up with the annual growth rate of data volume to store, the performance
improvement of the technology is quite disappointing. For example, the HDD’s capacity has
increased by 40% annually, but an annual increase in the random I/O performance of the
HDD drive is as low as 2% [29]. To address this problem, recent systems attempt to diminish
the performance gap with solid-state storage device (SSD) drives that are built with NAND
flash memory chips. Since the NAND flash memory is faster and more energy efficient than
the magnetic disk media, some of the traditional HDD spans have gradually been superseded
by SSD drives. In addition, an MLC (multi-level cell) NAND flash memory has surpassed the
areal density of HDD [48, 79]. As a result, the SSD in current systems is gradually taking the
role of fast swap devices, file caching devices, a whole HDD replacement, and main memory
extension devices [9, 83]. However, the NAND flash memory cell has a very poor endurance
limit as well as scaling issue. For example, an MLC NAND flash memory cell can tolerate
at most about 3000 writes [110]. In addition, since there is still a large performance gap
between main memory and storage even with NAND SSD, researchers believe that NAND
flash memory will eventually be superseded by emerging NVRAM technologies because they
provide even better operational characteristics than NAND flash for all aspects but cost per
GB. As such, emerging NVRAM based SSD storage devices such as Intel’s Optane are under
prototype-level tests, awaiting mass production to enter the market [6, 34, 52].
In summary, DRAM and HDD have exposed their technological limits which cannot
satisfy unwieldy demands of the current computing environment. To overcome the limits
and meet the needs, the adoption of emerging NVRAMs into memory hierarchy is being
examined carefully. Although DRAM and HDD will not suddenly disappear from the mem-
ory hierarchy, system architects are making preparations for featuring emerging NVRAM
technologies in both the main memory and storage system in future computer platforms.
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1.2 RESEARCH OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS
In this section, we present an overview of our research problems and contributions. We first
describe an emerging NVRAM-based system model which we have studied throughout this
dissertation. Then, we explain two research problems which we have addressed for the given
system model, and highlight our contributions. Lastly, we describe the organization of this
dissertation.
1.2.1 An NVRAM-based System Platform
Before we describe the challenging problems to solve in this dissertation work, we outline the
memory organization in a future NVRAM platform that we envision. According to a recent
ITRS [35, 36] technology projection, a future system is expected to feature mature NVRAM
technologies across the entire memory hierarchy by 2020. In particular, when the emerging
NVRAM technologies become fully mature, their performance may not only be comparable
to DRAM, but also accomplish a significant enhancement of per-chip density. For instance,
current commercial PCM uses a single-level cell (SLC) technology which represents two
states per bit (logic ’0’ and ’1’), but it is anticipated to pack more than two logic states into
a cell in the form of a multi-level cell (MLC) [7, 12, 55, 90]. When both main memory and
secondary storage in a future platform are built with emerging NVRAMs, we foresee that
the main memory will be built with SLC technology to provide higher performance, whereas
the storage will be established by MLC technology to provide larger capacity.
When using PCM as a basic building block of the main memory, the system needs
to handle an imbalanced read/write performance, and the limited lifetime of PCM cells.
In particular, the 2× and 10× slower read and write latency than that of DRAM, and the
limited write endurance around 106–108 are critical problems that hamper a wide adoption of
PCM main memory. To properly manage the challenges, computer architects have proposed
a main memory in which a small amount of DRAM is collocated with a large capacity PCM
main memory either as an OS-invisible hardware cache or as an independently addressable
memory region [15, 16, 68, 91, 92]. Following this reasonable design approach, our future
6
Figure 1: A future platform built with a DRAM/PCM hybrid memory and a PCM storage.
The IMSC stands for an integrated memory and storage controller, while the PSD denotes
an emerging Persistent RAM based solid state Storage Device.
platform assumes that a small amount of DRAM may be used to mitigate the drawbacks of
NVRAM, forming the main memory with heterogeneous memories.
Figure 1 illustrates our envisioned future platform and its memory hierarchy. Different
from a conventional system, the dotted box shows that the platform has a main memory
comprised of DRAM and PCM, a PCM storage (called PSD, a persistent RAM based solid
state storage device), and a memory bus interface to connect them to a processor. Even
though the figure depicts the platform with a specific type of NVRAM technology, PCM,
we also envision that other emerging NVRAM (e.g. 3D XPoint) may be adopted in lieu of
PCM in the architecture. However, even in this case, we envision that the organization of
the memory hierarchy from the figure will remain mostly unchanged.
Hybrid main memory, not DRAM cache: if DRAM assumes the role of a memory-
level hardware cache by posing itself in front of PCM memory, this hierarchically organized
memory is classified as the DRAM cache main memory. This organization has an advantage
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of making a hardware implementation simple and enabling the use of some familiar processor
caching policies. However, it has several crucial shortcomings that may offset the benefits.
For example, the given DRAM resources are invisible to the OS memory manager, possibly
making their addressable space unnecessarily wasted. In addition, unlike the SRAM used
for storing the processor cache’s tags, the DRAM device is inappropriate for supporting fast
cache tag lookup operations, which are on a critical path. On the contrary, a flat organization
which equally treats DRAM and PCM can better and more flexibly utilize the given DRAM
resources by exposing them to the OS for allocation and deallocation. For example, the
OS may sometimes differentiate the usage of DRAM resources as a special high performing
and write-absorbing addressable region, adapting to a system’s needs. This flat organization
is classified as a hybrid main memory. Since recent research showed that a hybrid main
memory outperformed a hierarchical DRAM cache main memory [94, 16], the main memory
in our future platform is organized as a hybrid main memory.
Storage connected to a fast, high bandwidth bus: Since the access latency of PSD
is much faster than the traditional HDD or even NAND flash memory SSD, we believe that
the PSD storage shall interface with the memory bus which is the fastest, highest bandwidth
interconnect in a system platform. In this way, a system can exploit the full advantage
of the unprecedentedly fast NVRAM based storage. As seen in Figure 1, the organization
results in slotting storage into the same bus where the main memory resides. Even now,
without a commodity PSD storage device, it is not uncommon to have a storage device on
the memory bus in recent high-end server systems. For example, data center server platforms
are gradually equipped with the NAND flash memory SSDs in a form of NVDIMM (Non-
Volatile Dual-Inline Memory Module) [46, 21]. This enables the storage subsystem to achieve
higher bandwidth and shorter latency than the conventional I/O interconnects by sharing
the memory bus with DRAM main memory. In line with this trend, therefore, our studied
future platform features the secondary storage, PSD, which is closely integrated with the
main memory. Since the modern processor architecture does not have the north-bridge chip,
the PSD-host interconnection may be one of the memory channels. However, note that the
system may still include other conventional storage devices via the legacy I/O interconnect
such as PCIe (Peripheral Component Interconnect Express) [18] or SATA (Serial ATA) [98].
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1.2.2 Problem Overview
In this dissertation, we address two imminent challenges which a given future NVRAM sys-
tem model will undergo while integrating NVRAMs into conventional system architectures.
The first challenge is to mitigate a dramatic, sometimes intolerable degradation of the system
performance under high memory pressure. The second challenge is to improve the utiliza-
tion of the small, fast DRAM resources in a hybrid main memory and boost the applications
performance via page swaps.
1.2.2.1 Effective Handling of Memory Pressure The memory organization in our
NVRAM system from Figure 1 adheres to the traditional memory hierarchy of the main
memory and storage which is stratified by media access latency. The choice allows system
designers to embrace emerging NVRAM technologies without making radical changes to
current system design methodologies. On the other hand, unless we make some architectural
changes, it also means that the future platform inherits an inefficiency from a conventional
system to handle high memory pressure, which may considerably damage the overall system
performance [9, 99]. Since modern applications constantly call for larger system memory
capacity to meet the required performance and throughput targets, it is evident that future
applications will put far more demand onto memory subsystems. As a result, they have a
high likelihood of suffering from a worse system performance due to the increased memory
pressure. For this reason, it is critically important that a system designer improves the main
memory performance of future computing systems.
Meanwhile, the problem of the memory pressure is also related to the storage system.
When a conventional system experiences high memory pressure, it initiates the page recla-
mation by moving the contents of the infrequently referenced pages from the main memory
to a swap space on the secondary storage. This process is called demand paging or page
swapping, and produces free pages that can be used for new page allocations from applica-
tions. However, because of a large performance gap between the main memory (DRAM) and
storage (HDD), frequent external page swaps significantly impair the overall system perfor-
mance, slowing down the actual execution of user applications. While a system has to reduce
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the number of page swaps to storage in order to prevent system performance downfall, there
is no other way to avoid the swapping under high memory pressure in a conventional system.
Without timely disk swaps, the unmanaged memory pressure will result in a catastrophic
situation in which the OS would arbitrarily kill one or more running user applications. Since
each page swap requires to access the sluggish storage device, it is important to improve
the swap process so that a system can not only ensure the persistent execution of appli-
cations (instead of being randomly killed) but also avoid an intolerable performance drop
under heavy memory pressure.
In addition, it is important to understand the system-level implications of the future
NVRAM-based memory hierarchy compared to a conventional system. Recent studies found
that the system software latency to access files on an emerging NVRAM-based storage
device accounts for larger portions of overall latency than the hardware access latency to an
NVRAM device [19, 58]. For instance, a conventional OS I/O scheduler anticipatorily waits
for the coming requests to merge with current I/O requests in order to reduce the number of
expensive HDD accesses. However, the waiting delay may be longer than the access latency
of emerging NVRAM-based storage. In case that the storage access is on a critical path, the
conventional I/O access behavior worsens the overall system performance. Therefore, it is
justifiable that an access to NVRAM-based storage device bypasses the I/O scheduler and
is directly sent to the storage.
In summary, while keeping NVRAM-awareness in mind, it is imperative to study how
we can further improve traditional page swapping mechanisms between the main
memory and NVRAM-based storage in order to prevent an excessive system
performance degradation under high memory pressure. This challenge is a problem
of the interplay of the main memory and storage in a future NVRAM-based system, aiming
at improving the overall system performance.
1.2.2.2 Efficient Utilization of Fast DRAM Resources As seen in our envisioned
system model from Figure 1, system designers for a future platform cannot stay with a tra-
ditional DRAM-only approach to build a system memory due to a scaling wall and power
inefficiency of DRAM technology. Instead, the system memory will be a hybrid main mem-
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ory being comprised of DRAM and emerging NVRAM. As such, a future system needs to
carefully orchestrate the heterogeneous characteristics of the two disparate memories by sup-
plementing a shortcoming of one memory with a strength of the other, so that the system
can achieve better performance. For example, even if emerging NVRAMs are scalable and
are pushing the limits of increasing the system memory capacity, an emerging NVRAM such
as PCM has an imbalanced, slower read/write performance in addition to the limited cell
endurance than DRAM. Especially, the access latency slower than DRAM is the NVRAM’s
Achilles’s heel that a hybrid main memory must hide from a system’s critical path.
Meanwhile, as mentioned in Section 1.1, previous research [94, 102] have proposed a
hybrid memory organization in which a small amount of DRAM is collocated with a large
capacity of PCM main memory as a normal addressable region. However, even though this
research showed that a hybrid main memory outperformed a DRAM cache organization
by providing the system software/hardware with the flexibility of a choice of the memory
type for a page allocation and placement, it is believed that there are still much room to
further improve the application performance in the hybrid main memory through better page
placement [15, 88, 94, 102]. Therefore, a momentous challenge of a DRAM/PCM hybrid main
memory is to achieve the optimal page placement for boosting application performance at
runtime. A system featuring a hybrid memory should be able to determine hot pages to be
placed onto a small, fast DRAM region, and cold pages to be replaced onto a large, slow
PCM region. If a system places frequently referenced pages onto the slower PCM region
mistakenly, it may result in a tremendous degradation of the overall system performance
due to the wrong page mapping to the memory type. Hence, it is imperative to investigate
efficient mechanisms that not only accurately identify hot/cold pages, but also place only
the hottest pages on the small, fast DRAM region throughout a program execution.
Unfortunately, recent research on a hybrid main memory have made an over-simplified
assumption in devising their page placement/replacement strategies [92, 94, 115]. Specifi-
cally, they commonly overlook the overhead of page replacement between DRAM and PCM.
As a result, the implications of the OS-managed page information on the hybrid main mem-
ory have not been studied well so far. Therefore, it is important to fill up the research hole
by investigating a diversity of page swap schemes at the system level, and by evaluating
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the effect of the page swap on the performance of a hybrid main memory. In summary, the
problem to address is to improve the application performance when executing on
a DRAM-NVRAM hybrid memory through better utilization of a small, fast
DRAM region so as to approach the performance of running on a system with
the DRAM-only main memory.
1.2.2.3 How Are Both Problems Related To Each Other? The aforementioned
two problems are closely related to each other in that they are both dealing with a page
swap between two system components. While the first problem from Section 1.2.2.1 ad-
dresses the inefficiency of page swapping between the main memory and storage, the second
problem from Section 1.2.2.2 deals with the page swapping between two disparate memories
in the main memory. In addition, both problems shall be handled through the system-aware
management rather than a conventional approach to tackle them at the corresponding levels
of the memory hierarchy. Whenever it is necessary to differentiate the two types of page
swaps, the page swap in a hybrid main memory is called as an in-memory page swap, and
the one between the memory and storage as an external page swap.
1.2.3 Research Contributions
In this dissertation, we addressed the two problems described in Section 1.2.2. For each
problem, the contributions of this dissertation can be summarized as follows:
1.2.3.1 Contributions to the External Page Swap Problem Most of this work was
published in ICS 2013 [58] and CF 2011 [56].
1. We proposed and designed the Memorage architecture to improve the mechanism of
handling high memory pressure in future NVRAM-based systems.
2. We implemented a prototype system of Memorage architecture in commodity Linux
operating system, and evaluated it for application performance.
3. We developed an analytical model to investigate the effect of Memorage architecture on
the lifetime of the main memory and storage system. We also showed that the model
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was a useful tool to estimate the lifetime of a system or the part replacement period.
4. We developed a unique experimental methodology on a real platform to study future
NVRAM-based systems, which was emulated with a commodity two socket server system.
This compensated for the limitation of a simulation-only approach for studying emerging
NVRAM-based systems.
5. We quantified and analyzed the OS software overhead to resolve high memory pressure
through the demand-paging mechanism of state-of-the-art Linux OS. We confirmed that
the OS software latency accounted for a large portion of disk swap latency.
1.2.3.2 Contributions to In-Memory Page Swap Problem These contributions
were published in SBAC-PAD 2016 [59].
1. We developed an analytical model to investigate the effect of a page swap in a hybrid
main memory on the application performance. Specifically, the model takes a queuing-
theoretic, flow-control approach to improve page swap, and explicitly considers the prof-
itability of a page swap, which distinguishes it from prior studies.
2. We compared the outcome of the model with the results from an existing architecture
simulator [63] that was validated against a real hardware. Also, we showed that the
model is useful to understand the effect of a page swap while analyzing the simulation
results.
3. We proposed a model-guided, hardware-driven page swap mechanism, and evaluated its
effectiveness by comparing with other page swap schemes. Furthermore, we showed how
the model can be integrated into a micro-architecture.
4. We observed that OS-managed LRU lists is not able to identify hot and cold pages for
page swap while running memory-intensive applications. This finding should guide other
researchers not to blindly trust what appeared to be a conventional belief.
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1.3 DISSERTATION ORGANIZATION
The remaining chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. First, we present the
background of this dissertation work in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we describe the design
and implementation of the Memorage architecture which overcomes memory pressure by an
integrated management of the main memory and storage NVRAM resources, and evaluate
the performance improvement endowed by the architecture. Chapter 3 also gives analyti-
cal models to qualitatively analyze the impact of the Memorage architecture on the main
memory and system lifetime, and show the usefulness of the developed models with realistic
usage scenarios. Chapter 3 then summarizes related work. Chapter 4 explains an efficient
hardware-driven page swap in a hybrid memory, presents an analytical model to investigate
the effect of page swap on the application performance. In addition, Chapter 4 evaluates the
usefulness of the model as well as a model-guided, hardware-driven page swap mechanism
through extensive simulations. Then, Chapter 4 presents related work. Lastly, we summarize
and conclude this dissertation, and discuss the future work in Chapter 5.
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2.0 BACKGROUND
DRAM has been exclusively used as a platform’s main memory for decades, thanks to its
high performance and low cost per bit. However, DRAM main memory already accounts for
20% to 40% of the system power consumption and this fraction is growing [4]. Furthermore,
according to the ITRS reports [35, 36], there is no known path for the DRAM technology
to scale below 20nm. Eventually, DRAM may no longer be the best technology for main
memory, with new memory technologies emerging to take over its role. In response to this
problem, researchers have recently started exploring the use of emerging Non-Volatile RAM
(NVRAM) as a DRAM replacement [118, 68, 92]. Another technological breakthrough is
coming with emerging NVRAM technologies.
2.1 EMERGING NVRAM TECHNOLOGIES
Since DRAM and HDD technology have a looming challenge of performance, scalability,
and power consumption, a handful of emerging NVRAM (also called storage class memory or
SCM [37]) technologies are being actively developed by industry. Table 1 lists and compares
three promising NVRAM technologies with DRAM, NAND flash and HDD technologies:
PCM, STT-MRAM (spin-transfer-torque magnetoresistive RAM) and ReRAM (Resistive
RAM) [95, 103, 111, 106]. Basically, NVRAMs’ operations are based on sensing the resistance
of a cell material rather than electrical charge. PCM is considered to be the closest (among
all NVRAM technologies) to mass production, with commercial and sample chips available
at high densities (1 to 8 Gbits) [37, 95, 3, 24].
NVRAMs have several desirable properties in common. Unlike DRAM, they are non-
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Latency Program Access Non- Write Cell
read write erase energy unit volatile endurance density∗
PCM 20ns 100ns N/A 100 pJ byte Yes 108∼109 5F 2
STT-MRAM 10ns 10ns N/A 0.02 pJ byte Yes 1015 4F 2
ReRAM 10ns 20ns N/A 2 pJ byte Yes 106 6F 2
DRAM 10ns 10ns N/A 2 pJ byte No 1016 (2/3)F 2
NAND flash 25µs 200µs 1.5ms 10 nJ page Yes 104∼106 4∼5F 2
HDD 8.5ms 9.5ms N/A N/A sector Yes N/A 2∼3F 2
Table 1: Comparison of emerging NVRAMs and existing memory/storage technologies [65]. ∗F is
the minimum feature size of a given process technology.
volatile. Compared with NAND flash, they are byte-addressable and have faster speeds.
Meanwhile, NVRAMs have known shortcomings; NVRAMs like PCM and ReRAM have
limited write cycles, requiring aggressive wear-leveling in write-intensive applications. More-
over, their access latencies are longer than DRAM, and in certain cases, write latency is much
longer than read latency. Likewise, write energy can be disproportionately large. Therefore,
system designers must pay extra caution to hide and reduce write operations [23].
Meanwhile, ITRS [35] is anticipating multi-level cell (MLC) solutions of NVRAMs.
Multi-level cell (MLC) designs effectively reduce the cost per bit by packing more bits per
memory cell. While a single-level cell (SLC) can represent two logic values, ‘0’ and ‘1’ (with
two resistance levels), an MLC cell stores more than two logical symbols. Future high-density
MLC NVRAMs may store more than two bits per cell [35, 27, 90, 22].
Introducing MLC NVRAM to a platform has several implications. First, MLC NVRAM
will be slower than SLC NVRAM. Reportedly, MLC PCM read and write are 2 to 4 times
slower [32, 91]. This is mainly due to more sensing levels for read and an iterative program-
ming process for write [12]. The second implication is the lower write endurance of MLC
NVRAM because: (1) the iterative write process accelerates cell wearing; and (2) reduced re-
sistance margins between different symbols make it harder to precisely control programming,
especially when the cell is partially worn out.
Because of its higher density and lower performance, MLC NVRAM is more suitable
for use in a NVRAM-based SSD than in main memory. If a NVRAM-based SSD employs
MLC NVRAM and main memory uses SLC NVRAM, there is a latency gap between the two
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Figure 2: Intel and Micron’s 3D XPoint Technology [52].
resources. Still, this gap (<10×) is not as significant as the gap between DRAM and HDD
(105×). There are also techniques to opportunistically enhance the speed of MLC NVRAM,
e.g., by treating an MLC PCM device like an SLC device when the system’s capacity demand
is low [32, 12, 91, 41].
Even if there are currently few details about its cell-level operational principle, a com-
mand set, and media characteristics, the most up-to-date progress of emerging NVRAMs has
come from the announcement from Intel and Micron. Figure 2 illustrates a simplified cell
structure of 3D XPoint memory [52]. It is reported that a 3D XPoint cell is three orders of
magnitude faster and has three orders of magnitude longer lifetime than the current NAND
flash memory. In addition, it is ten times denser than DRAM memory. All these information
seems to nearly be in lined with the NVRAM technology projection.
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2.2 SYSTEM HARDWARE INTERFACES TO NVRAM-BASED SSD
In today’s commodity platforms for consumer and enterprise applications, HDDs are the
slowest hardware component connected through either a relatively slow serial ATA (SATA)
or serial SCSI (SAS) interface. The SATA [98] and SAS [49] are a communication protocol
that moves data between host and storage devices and use ATA and ATAPI (ATA Packet
Interface) command set and a SCSI command set, respectively. Both SATA and SAS re-
place with a serial point-to-point connection technology their predecessors, parallel ATA and
parallel-attached SCSI which revealed the limitation of data bandwidth due to parallel wires’
slow signaling and cross-talk, and as a result achieve orders of magnitude faster than prior
interfaces for rotating HDDs. Even if the protocols continue to improve their performance
and features, with SATA and SAS, a disk access request must pass through multiple chips
and buses (front-side bus to host bus adapter to SATA/SAS controller) before it reaches
the storage medium, incurring long latency. For example, the most recent SAS 3.0 protocol
support at most 12Gbps interface speed and SATA 3.1 specification can achieve up to 6Gbps
throughput performance.
Early NAND flash SSD offerings provide a direct migration path from HDDs based on
the legacy interface like SATA and SAS. According to Gartner 2010 report, SAS protocol
accounts for 37%, while SATA takes about 20% out of total SSD interfaces. However, both
enterprise and consumer SSDs have quickly saturated the SATA bandwidth. Recent high-
speed SSDs are attached via the higher-bandwidth PCI Express (PCIe) interface [39]. To
further improve the performance, the industry consortium has defined and released NVM
Express (NVMe) interface for PCIe interfaced SSDs [112]. The NVMe specification allows
SSD vendors to standardize SSD’s host interface and make it efficient through the register-
level communication.
Likewise, it is reasonable to predict that PSDs will interface with faster buses than PCIe
because NVRAMs have superior performance to flash memory. To accommodate fast PSDs,
a new higher-performance I/O standard may be created. However, in this case, or with
legacy interfaces, the byte-addressability of a NVRAM-based SSD is lost. In addition, the
memory bus is the highest-bandwidth bus of a platform. Hence, a NVRAM-based SSD will
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Figure 3: System hardware interfaces for NVRAM storage devices.
be most likely and best co-located with NVRAM memory modules on a platform’s memory
bus.
We expect that future platforms will continue supporting legacy PCIe and SATA inter-
faces. It is quite conceivable that multiple heterogeneous storage devices may co-exist. For
instance, the HDD could provide ample capacity to store large file data while the NVRAM-
based SSD provides fast I/O for hot data. A particular storage configuration will be chosen
based on the cost, performance and capacity trade-offs made by the user.
Figure 3 displays possible hardware interfaces 1 to attach a storage device to current
system platforms. Conventional storage systems are connected to host CPUs via Platform
Controller Hub (PCH). Each interface bus is marked by a circled number in chronological
order, and higher number also implies higher throughput performance.
1Even though we showed all storage interfaces in today’s systems, note that we do not exclude the
possibility that new interfaces between 3 and 4 may be defined. In this case, however, we classify them
as variants of PCIe interface because their hardware capabilities are inferior to 4 .
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2.3 OS MEMORY MANAGEMENT AND I/O STACK
Our descriptions in this section focus on Linux OS because of its relevance to our experi-
mental study. However, other modern OSes also implement the key concepts explained here
possibly with some modifications.
2.3.1 OS Memory Management
User applications request necessary memory resources via system calls such as malloc() or
mmap() which are served by OS virtual memory manager (VMM). Basically, all physical
memory resources (or pages) on a system are registered as free pages into buddy allocators
after a kernel gets allocated essential memory resources during the boot process. Since the
kernel classifies physical page frames into zones with different properties (eg. DMA zone)
for it purpose, each zone has its own buddy allocator [17, 74, 77]. Then, the zoned buddy
allocator takes a responsibility of de/allocating memory pages from its zone. However,
if there is no free page to allocate under high memory pressure, OS VMM performs the
page reclamation to make room for the new page. Since the new page allocation request
causes a page fault, VMM moves to swap space anonymous pages which is not backed by
file storage or simply de-allocate clean mapped pages backed by file storage in the process
of page fault handling. The manager detects the status of scant free memory by three
thresholds or watermarks, and recovers the level of a violated watermark through iterative
page reclamation operations. At the end, the buddy allocator produces free pages for new
allocations. Unfortunately, a page fault handling involved with page swap operations takes
a long time to execute, and thus significantly degrades the system performance. This is due
to the fact that it has to not only perform page table walking and manipulation, but also
access slow storage device.
Meanwhile, Linux VMMmanages the information of page reference recency, modification,
and others in page tables. When a page reclamation and swap is required, VMM refers to this
information in order to select less important pages for disk swap. Specifically, Linux VMM
maintains two types of LRU lists, the active list and the inactive list, for anonymous and file
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Figure 4: Linux I/O software stack. An I/O request from user applications in conventional
systems goes through a full layer of software stacks before storage devices can service it.
pages, respectively. While anonymous pages are allocated for head, stack, and copy-on-write,
file pages are for file-backed data such as binaries and data files. These lists keep track of
hot and cold pages that have been recently referenced and not referenced, respectively [77].
Thus, VMM swaps out pages belonging to inactive page lists when pageout swap routine is
called. However, if the inactive lists do not have enough number of pages to swap out, VMM
first replenishes the lists by moving pages from active list to inactive list, then moves pages
in inactive lists to a swap area as usual.
2.3.2 OS I/O Stack
Figure 4 displays I/O software stack in Linux. Since the traditional OS I/O software stack
and file systems have been designed for rotating HDDs, storage optimizations are mainly
devoted to reducing disk seek time through efficient I/O scheduling. For example, a read
or write request in a conventional OS I/O stack must first go to the block I/O layer that is
responsible for I/O scheduling. The request then waits (in anticipation) for other requests
that can be merged together to reduce accesses to the slow HDD ( 1 ). The Linux’s default
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“completely fair queuing” (CFQ) scheduler [17] does this. By comparison, SSDs without
mechanical rotation benefit little from such HDD-centric optimizations. Depending on the
target configuration, it makes sense to bypass the block I/O scheduler and the block device
driver (e.g., SCSI subsystem) all together ( 2 ). As a result, system designers have customized
the OS I/O software stack with SSDs in mind and design new file systems [19, 54, 99]. This
trend of retrofitting I/O stack can be also found even with PCIe PCM SSD [6]. Since PSDs
are byte-addressable and even faster than SSDs, further changes to I/O stack can occur.
For example, Linux’s DAX (Direct Access) enabled file system bypasses OS file cache and
directly accesses data on block I/O device, further reducing storage access latency [51] ( 3 ).
2.4 OS PAGE MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES
There has been extensive research on page movement techniques in the context of a
classic shared memory multi-processors (SMPs) [67, 86, 107]. The latency non-uniformity in
SMPs is incurred by a CPU-to-memory affinity rather than memory media disparities like
a hybrid memory. Due to a distance difference from CPUs to memory modules, a process
running on a core in a CPU socket experiences different memory access latency from when
the process is rescheduled to a core in another socket. To dynamically exploit the access
latency difference in a memory system, a system can move a frequently accessed, distant
page to a location closer to a core executing the program. This is very analogous to the need
of page swap in a hybrid main memory.
A page movement in today’s systems requires the OS to manipulate a page table in order
to update the memory mapping information of pages in the movement. For this, the VMM
first disables the write permission to the two pages to be swapped, whereas write access to
other pages are not banned. Next, a (destination) page to accommodate an incoming page
is allocated and mapped to an address. Once page data transfer completes, the original
pages in the page movement will be unmapped, and released to a memory pool. Last,
the write permission of the pages is reactivated. In current Linux implementation, VMM’s
migrate pages and move pages system calls can perform this page movement. The former
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long move_pages (
int pid, 
unsigned long count, 
void **pages, 
const int *nodes, 
int *status, 
int flags
);
long migrate_pages (
int pid, 
unsigned long maxnode, 
const unsigned long *old_nodes, 
const unsigned long *new_nodes
);
// process ID  
// the number of pages to move 
// array of pointers to pages to move 
// array of new locations 
// array of move result status per page
// specifying type of page to move
// process ID
// max number of new locations
// old locations
// new locations
Figure 5: Linux’s page movement system calls.
is used for moving all pages associated with the specified process ID to a new location, while
the later is used for moving the given list of pages to the specified new location. Figure 5
displays the APIs for these system calls. For this dissertation work, it is worthy of seeing
what kind of information the OS expects for the software-based page movement.
Unfortunately, this OS-driven process may sometimes bring about a considerable over-
head by frequent TLB shootdown [108] and cache line flushes which may offset the benefit
of a page movement. In addition, not all requested page movements succeed, and any failed
trial fruitlessly incurs extra overhead.
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3.0 UNIFIED MANAGEMENT OF SYSTEM’S MEMORY AND STORAGE
NVRAM RESOURCES
In this chapter, we present our noble observations on an envisioned NVRAM-based future
system to motivate this work. Using them, then, we propose and evaluate Memorage archi-
tecture to better handle heavy memory pressure in the future system. Also, we examine the
impact of Memorage architecture on the system-level lifetime via an analytical modeling.
3.1 MOTIVATION AND A STUDIED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
As described in Chapter 1 earlier, we envision in this study that a future emerging NVRAM
based systems will have to manage the NVRAM main memory and the NVRAM storage
resources in an integrated manner to make the best performance and cost trade-offs. In
a realization of the idea, the physical memory resource manager will need to book-keep
the status of the storage resources as well as the memory resources. The integration of
resource management will allow the system to flexibly provision the available resources across
the memory and storage boundary for better performance and reliability. The following
technology trends support this argument:
• There will be little device characteristic distinctions between main memory
resources and storage resources
Note that there are independent research and development efforts on scalable NVRAM main
memory and fast “Persistent RAM solid-state Storage Devices” (or “PSDs”) using high-
density NVRAM chips. If scaling predictions of ITRS [35] are realized (from 22nm flash
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half pitch in 2011 to 8nm in 2024) and given that the PCM cell density is comparable to
that of NAND flash (see Table 1), a single PCM die can pack 256 Gbits by year 2024. This
chip capacity, estimated conservatively, enables building a small form-factor memory module
carrying hundreds of gigabytes. Stacked multi-chip packaging techniques have matured and
packages containing 8 to 16 chips are already commercially feasible [96].
In addition, fully exploiting the high bandwidth of the NVRAM modules in a platform
requires that all the capacity be interfaced via the main memory bus. Researchers have
already explored the benefit of placing flash memory on the main memory bus [62]. Suppose
that both main memory and system storage are comprised of NVRAM and are on the same
memory bus; then the main memory and storage resources are no more heterogeneous than
DRAM and hard disk drive (HDD) in today’s systems, but are quite homogeneous. This
offers an unprecedented, practical opportunity for the system to manage the resources in an
integrated manner.
• Reducing software overhead out of an overall I/O service latency becomes even
more important than in the past
Many software artifacts have been incorporated in a conventional OS to deal with the slow,
block-oriented HDDs. For example, complex I/O scheduling algorithms have been imple-
mented in the block I/O layer of the Linux OS [17]. If the current software stack is unchanged,
however, the major difference in data access latency between NVRAM main memory and a
PSD will be dominated by the overhead of the software stack that handles I/O requests. For
example, a 4-KB data transfer between a PSD and main memory can be done in hardware in
a microsecond, whereas the software overhead of an I/O operation—from a user I/O request
to the OS file system to the block I/O layer to the device driver and vice versa—amounts to
tens of microseconds [68, 65, 19, 27]! This software overhead has been acceptable because
the same data transfer operation with a HDD typically takes milliseconds and the software
overhead is only a fraction of the latency.
• Storage density grows exponentially and a typical user underutilizes the avail-
able storage capacity
HDD and NAND flash density improvement rates have outpaced Moore’s Law [47, 64]. While
there are different storage usage scenarios such as PC, embedded and server environments,
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Figure 6: NVRAM main memory and a PSD share the memory bus. IMSC represents Integrated
Memory and Storage Controller. Note that not all storage devices in this figure have to be present
simultaneously.
the entire capacity of a given storage device is rarely filled up, leaving some space unused
during its lifetime. Agrawal et al. [5] measured the file system fullness and quantified the
annual file system size growth rate to be only 14% on average. Moreover, the storage ad-
ministrator usually performs careful storage capacity provisioning to ensure there is room
for the stored data set to grow. Provisioned but unused storage capacity is, in a sense, the
lost resources.
Based on the above observations, we make a case for Memorage, a system architecture
that utilizes the system-wide NVRAM resources in an integrated manner in order to ef-
ficiently mitigate the performance degradation of a system under high memory pressure.
Figure 6 illustrates a studied future system platform, which features NVRAM-only 1 main
memory and PSD storage device on a memory bus.
1The main memory may be a hybrid memory in the near future. However, Memorage with NVRAM-only
main memory foresees the long-term research, when NVRAM technology becomes mature and achieves the
performance comparable to DRAM.
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Figure 7: Illustration of Memorage concept. Memorage dynamically expands or shrinks the
capacity of main memory (denoted “MM”) and PSD on demand.
3.2 THE MEMORAGE ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we propose Memorage architecture and explain its underlying principles and
design goals. In addition, we detail the design and implementation of the proposed Memorage
architecture which can effectively be integrated into a conventional memory hierarchy.
3.2.1 Memorage Philosophy
Memorage tackles the inefficiency of NVRAM resource utilization by collapsing the tradi-
tional static boundary between main memory and storage resources (see Figure 7). The
Memorage approach is motivated by the fact that fast NVRAM storage resources will likely
remain underutilized if a system is designed based on the traditional dichotomy of memory
and storage. It also enables us to mitigate the problem of NVRAM’s limited endurance with
a global wear-leveling strategy that involves all available NVRAM resources.
Storage capacity in a drive has increased with the improvement in storage density. Studies
like Meyer et al. [82] and Agrawal et al. [5] show however that storage utilization has not
been growing with the increasing storage capacity. Meyer et al. analyzed vast file system
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content data collected for over four weeks in 2009 in a large corporation. Agrawal et al.
collected their data from 2000 to 2004 in the same company. According to their results,
storage capacity has increased by almost two orders of magnitude, but the mean utilization
of the capacity has actually decreased by 10% from 53% to 43%. Furthermore, 50% of the
users had drives less than 40% full while 70% of the users had their drives no more 60% full.
These studies clearly suggest that a storage device in a system is likely to have substantial
unused space during its lifetime.
The Memorage architecture aims to effectively address the above wastefulness by sug-
gesting the following principles:
1. Don’t swap, give more memory
Under high memory pressure, a conventional OS virtual memory (VM) manager swaps out
previously allocated pages into the storage to respond to memory requests. Significant
performance penalty is incurred when frequent swap in and swap out operations occur. In
Memorage, main memory borrows directly accessible memory resources from the PSD to
cope with memory shortages. Offering more memory capacity effectively eliminates the need
for costly swap operations.
2. Don’t pay for physical over-provisioning
To guarantee reasonable lifetime, reliability and performance of the NVRAM main memory,
robust wear-leveling and garbage collection with over-provisioned capacity is required. Flash
SSDs commonly resort to over-provisioning of as much as 20% of the (advertised) capacity.
Over-provisioned capacity is typically hidden from the user, and may remain inefficiently
utilized. In Memorage, as long as capacity planning of the PSD allows, the PSD can donate
its free capacity to the main memory to relax the limited write endurance problem and
facilitate wear-leveling. Effectively, Memorage offers “logical” or “virtual” over-provisioning
without hiding any capacity from the user or incurring additional cost for physical over-
provisioning.
To summarize, we expect two important benefits from the Memorage principles. First, by
granting more directly accessible memory capacity to the physical memory pool (principle
1), the system can decrease the frequency of page faults. Because NVRAM is orders of
magnitude faster than traditional HDDs, avoiding the software overheads of page faults
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can lead to significant performance improvement. Second, by dynamically trading resources
between the main memory and the storage (principles 2), lifetime becomes more manageable
because the write traffic to the main memory and the storage can be re-distributed with
software control.
3.2.2 Key Design Goals
In this subsection, we discuss three design goals that have guided the design and implemen-
tation of Memorage.
• Transparency to existing applications
It is impractical to require re-compiling all existing applications for a new system feature to
be enabled. To ensure its seamless adoption, we encapsulate Memorage inside the OS kernel
and do not modify application-level interfaces. While not required, the user may configure
Memorage parameters to tune resource management policies according to particular system-
level objectives. Our goal is to have a Memorage system autonomously and intelligently
manage the underlying NVRAM resources, considering user preferences.
• Small development efforts
Meeting the transparency goal may impose additional complexities on system software de-
sign, especially the memory and storage subsystem of an OS. The complexities hinder the
fast adoption of Memorage architecture. Thus, we aim at avoiding long development time by
reusing the existing system software infrastructures whenever possible. In Section 3.3.1, we
describes our prototype design in detail so that other researchers and developers can easily
implement Memorage in their systems.
• Low system overheads
An implementation of Memorage may incur performance and memory overheads because it
adds a new layer of resource control. The performance overheads are incurred when NVRAM
resources are transferred from the storage side to the main memory side, and vice versa. The
space overheads come from book-keeping and sharing resource usages across the two sides.
In this work, we design a prototype Memorage system by reusing kernel-level functions and
data structures to achieve this goal. We note that the performance overheads are paid fairly
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infrequently, only when NVRAM resources are exchanged under memory pressure situations.
3.2.3 Memorage Design and Implementation
We now discuss our Memorage prototype, integrated in a recent Linux kernel. The prototype
Memorage system runs on a non-uniform memory architecture (NUMA) platform with a
large system memory that emulates a PSD, as will be explained in Section 3.3.1. The
general strategies used in our implementation will also apply to other OSes.
We focus on how the first principle—Don’t swap, give more memory—is incorporated
in our implementation because today’s Linux kernel has no provisions for memory wear-
leveling. However, we will separately study via analytical modeling how Memorage helps
improve the efficiency of wear-leveling in Section 3.4. That said, incorporating the first
Memorage principle requires two major changes in an OS. First, it requires managing the
status of NVRAM resources in both memory and storage together. Second, it calls for
developing a strategy to dynamically expand and shrink the main memory capacity. We
subsequently expatiate our design approaches to accommodate the two changes.
3.2.3.1 Managing Resource Information As we discussed in Section 3.2.2, the Mem-
orage prototype extensively reuses existing memory management infrastructures of Linux in
order to reduce the development efforts. For example, key data structures to keep track of
the state of a node (representing per-CPU memory resources), a zone (expressing a mem-
ory region in a node) or a page remain unchanged. The existing node descriptor, struct
pglist data, still contains the information of a node that includes the Memorage zone, while
the zone descriptor, struct zone, keeps holding the information of the list of active and in-
active pages in the Memorage zone. Besides, the status of a page is recognized by the page
descriptor, struct page as usual (see [17] for more details).
To acquire the status information of resources in the Memorage zone, virtual memory
manager works closely with the PSD device driver and the file system. The PSD device driver
builds on a custom ramdisk driver to emulate the PSD with the system DRAM memory,
and can perform both block I/O operation and page-level allocation from the designated
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node resources. In addition, it supports popular file systems such as ext3/ext4, and POSIX
file access APIs as a traditional storage block driver. It takes as input the size of the
Memorage zone, the resource amount to lend/reclaim at a time, and the memory node ID
to contain the Memorage zone. The PSD device driver utilizes the Linux memory hotplug
facility [1], which significantly simplifies the task of updating the OS-level information of
available memory resources as they are traded between the main memory and PSD storage.
PSD resource detection
An important design question that arose is: When should the Memorage zone be prepared?
Linux for the x86 architecture obtains the memory resource information from the BIOS
during the boot process and sets the memory related system-wide parameters like maximum
number of page frames accordingly. To keep a system’s resource discovery process consistent,
our prototype system assumes that PSD resources are similarly detected at boot time and
the OS book-keeps the PSD’s physical resource information in addition to system memory
resources. However, resource information relevant to PSD is marked to be unavailable on
loading the PSD device driver that is also performed as a part of the boot process. As a
result, OS’s VM manager has the full information of PSD resources but cannot allocate a
page from it until Memorage explicitly pumps in the predefined amount of NVRAM resources
from the PSD under memory pressure. Our prototype PSD device driver carries this out by
hot-removing PSD region (which is a memory node) during its initialization. However, the
oﬄined PSD region is logically removed from VM manager rather than physically from the
system.
File system metadata exposure
When Memorage donates some capacity to main memory by transferring its resource to
VM manager, the file system must catch and log such resource allocation events so that
it does not allocate donated resources for new file data. For further illustration, Figure 8
depicts the basic on-disk layout of a file system (e.g., ext3) as well as its interaction with
the buddy allocator system. The file system partitions the storage space into block groups,
and each block group is comprised of superblock, group descriptors, data block bitmap, inode
bitmap, inode table and data blocks. From each block group information, the following field
information should be passed to the buddy memory allocator:
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Figure 8: Memorage exposes free data blocks from a (mounted) file system to VM manager
as a new zone. Buddy allocator treats the new Memorage zone the same way as other zones.
1. Group descriptors that specify the status of individual block groups such as the number
of free blocks;
2. Data block bitmap that identifies which blocks within a block group are free blocks; and
3. Data blocks that stores file data in the file system.
The inode-related information does not have to be changed because blocks or pages in
the PSD are free blocks with no file data on them. Given this information from the file
system, the buddy allocator manages the Memorage zone just as other zones during memory
allocation and deallocation. In our prototype, the Memorage zone is conceptually a node in
the NUMA model that most modern operating systems support. Thus, the memory allocator
can utilize the fact that cost of accessing main memory nodes may be different according to
the geometric distance from the requesting core.
Clean up on system reboot
In response to a normal system shutdown request, Memorage mandates the file system
to nullify the bitmap information previously marked for PSD donations because we assume
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memory data lifetime is over along with system reboot. By doing so, a file system consistency
checker (e.g., fsck) can avoid reporting unwanted check result in a subsequent boot process.
However, to address unexpected power failure, our prototype further needs to modify current
fsck implementation, letting it invalidate the inconsistent bitmap information rather than
trying to fix them up and slowing down the boot process.
3.2.3.2 Memory Expansion and Shrinkage When a system has few free memory
pages, Memorage’s VM manager dynamically expands the effective memory capacity by
allocating pages from the PSD and marking the data block bitmap accordingly. Then, the
file system treats the pages as if they hold file data and keeps them from being allocated.
Likewise, when the file system notices a storage capacity shortage, Memorage’s VM manager
deallocates pages in the Memorage zone and returns them to the storage resource pool.
Once the file system secures a safe number of pages, it resumes allocating them to file data.
Note that Memorage’s VM manager may not release the PSD pages immediately after they
enter into either the inactive list or free list. This design choice helps Memorage’s VM
manager avoid frequent file system metadata manipulation that interferes normal storage
access operation with the lock contention on common data structures.
The net effect of Memorage’s flexible capacity sharing can be explained clearly by exam-
ining how a VM manager handles high memory pressure situations. Commodity Linux has
three watermarks (ie. pages high, pages low, and pages min) used to control the invocation
and sleeping of kswapd, the kernel swap daemon [17]. When the number of available physical
page frames falls below pages low, kswapd is invoked to swap out virtual pages and reclaim
their page frames. When sufficient page frames have been reclaimed (above pages high),
kswapd is put into sleep. Essentially, Memorage lowers the watermarks by pumping in phys-
ical page frames borrowed from the storage capacity. As a result, kswapd will run less
frequently with the same series of memory allocation requests. The difference between two
points (1 and 2) in the Figure 9 captures the “expanded” margin to tolerate memory shortage
with Memorage.
Allocator modifications for resource sharing
To realize the capacity sharing, our implementation modifies the buddy memory allocator in
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Figure 9: Memorage expands the margin to tolerate memory shortage, thus eludes a costly
page swapping by the increased margin.
two ways. First, it adds a new watermark (WMARK MEMORAGE) between page high and
page low. In particular, the watermark is set to one page lower than the value of page high
to minimize the chance of page swap and reclamation. Second, it endows the allocator
with the ability to inquire about Memorage zone’s resource availability when the number of
allocatable pages reaches the new watermark. Figure 10 further illustrates the interaction
between the memory allocator and the storage system under Memorage. Different from
the conventional memory allocator, which starts page swap and reclamation under memory
pressure, Memorage checks the possibility of borrowing resources from PSD before it allows
the OS VM manager to swap the extant pages (Step 1-1 and 1-2). In response to this inquiry,
Memorage resource controller grants the memory allocator to allocate PSD resources (Step
2 case (a)), or suggests the allocator to follow the normal swap and reclamation process due
to the unavailability of excess PSD NVRAM resources (case (b)).
Resource transfer size
What amount of resources the PSD provides to main memory at one time is an impor-
tant knob to control Memorage’s overhead associated with updating file system metadata
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Figure 10: Cooperation between OS VM manager and storage subsystem to implement
Memorage’s flexible capacity sharing.
and kernel data structures. To mitigate the overhead, Memorage allocates PSD pages in
large chunks (but not all excess pages) at a time. Whereas the transfer size is a tuning
parameter dependent on the system platform, our prototype system uses 2 GB granular-
ity based on measurement results (see Figure 16 on page 47). If a system later undergoes
more severe memory demands that cannot be met with the current Memorage zone, then
Memorage “dynamically” appends another chunk of PSD pages to the zone. By doing so,
Memorage manipulates file system metadata as well as memory pool-related data structures
less frequently, and sidesteps the potentially large resource exchange overhead. This mech-
anism is similar to a mixture of the pre-allocation feature in xfs or ext4 file system and the
thin-provisioning scheme for dynamic storage growth [44].
Memorage zone shrinkage
An aggressive reclamation strategy returns the donated storage resources to storage resource
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pool immediately after the memory resource deficit has been resolved. Even if this choice can
make a right resource provisioning, it may increase resource transfer overhead in a situation
of bursty memory pressure which needs previously reclaimed storage resources again. On
the other hand, a lazy reclamation strategy requests Memorage to reclaim the donated
storage resources only when a storage notifies its resource shortage. Although this strategy
can help Memorage avoid frequent resource transfer, it may leave the memory system in
an undesirable over-provisioned state. Therefore, we leverage a balanced approach which
is neither aggressive nor lazy. It shrinks Memorage zone with the help of a kernel thread
which reclaims the donated PSD pages when a system is not under memory pressure. Also,
it considers reclaiming frequently referenced pages first because keeping those pages on the
donated slower (MLC) PSD resources will degrade system performance.
3.2.4 Comparison with Possible Alternatives
Memorage provides a future NVRAM system with a seamless evolving path to overcome
the inefficient resource utilization of the traditional “static” memory management strategy.
There are other possible alternative strategies to utilize the NVRAM resources.
First, a platform may feature only fast SLC NVRAMs on the main memory bus and
the system partitions the memory space into main memory and storage capacity. This way,
the system may grow and shrink each space dynamically to respond to system demands.
In a sense, this approach throws away the traditional notions of main memory and storage
dichotomy completely. Unfortunately, this strategy may not result in the most cost-effective
platform construction because it does not exploit the cost benefits of MLC NVRAMs which
can store more information per cell than SLC. Moreover, when to control the growth of
a particular space, especially the storage, is vague. By comparison, Memorage honors the
traditional notion of the main memory and storage capacity, but manages the underlying
NVRAM resources such that main memory lifetime issues influenced by NVRAM cell’s wear-
out as well as overheads for swapping are effectively addressed.
Second, in lieu of dynamically reacting to memory pressure, a system may statically
“give” PSD resources that correspond to the traditional swap space to main memory. In
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essence, the main memory capacity is increased by the swap space. When the system’s
memory usage does not exceed the total main memory capacity, this static approach may
result in better performance than Memorage. However, since it sets apart the fixed amount
of NVRAM resources for main memory, it does not adapt to dynamic changes of working set
sizes like Memorage does; it brings about the over- and under-provisioned memory resource
problem again, whereas Memorage can adapt to these changes.
Yet another approach may create a file and delegate the file system to handle memory
shortage situations with the capacity occupied by the file. This approach is analogous to
giving a swap file that dynamically adjusts its size. However, since this approach must always
involve the file system layer to get additional pages on memory deficit, it may not achieve
raw NVRAM performance of the PSD due to unnecessary file operations unrelated to page
resource allocation.
3.2.5 Further Discussions
Caveat for reclaiming the donated PSD pages
All pages are not reclaimable immediately on request. If the donated pages have a page
reference count greater than zero when storage shortage is reported, they cannot be reclaimed
shortly. Instead, those pages can be reclaimed only after their contents first migrate onto
other pages. To make matters worse, not all pages are migratable. For example, direct
mapped kernel pages are not. Therefore, it is important to take into account the fact that
reclamation of donated pages may not be instant (reporting an error such as -EBUSY) and
PSD pages should not be used for non-migratable kernel pages.
Handling a race condition between VM manager and file system
Since VM manager can manipulate the metadata of file system, system designers must
carefully handle potential race conditions that may be caused by accessing shared information
such as block bitmap simultaneously. One possible way to address the problem is to use a
conventional locking scheme that mandates serializing accesses to the shared information.
Alternatively, one can design a new file system dedicated for NVRAM, e.g., Wu et al. [113]
delegates storage resource management to VM manager entirely. However, this requires
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compromising the compatibility with existing file systems. For this reason, we prefer the
locking strategy to avoid modifications to file systems.
Determining lifetime ratio of main memory to PSD
How global wear-leveling is done in Memorage determines the relative lifetime of NVRAM
main memory and the PSD. For example, if we treat all the NVRAM resources equally, we
could make both main memory and PSD have an equal lifetime. Others may want the PSD
to live longer than main memory and limit the amount of PSD capacity used in Memorage’s
over-provisioning. Such decisions rely on the preference of a user as well as the system
upgrade period; it is hard to say simply which strategy is better. Section 3.4 examines the
effect of lifetime ratio of main memory to PSD.
3.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we explain our evaluation methodology and experimental platform, and
present the characterization results of our emulator and OS software overhead. Also, we give
the performance evaluation results achieved by our Memorage prototype.
3.3.1 Evaluation Methodology
We employ a number of methods for evaluation. To obtain the software latency of a page
fault, we measure the actual latency using fine-grained instrumentation of the Linux kernel.
For application-level performance measurements, we use the Memorage prototype system im-
plemented on a real platform. Lastly, to evaluate the lifetime improvement with Memorage,
we develop intuitive analytical models.
We employ two different platforms for experiments. Our latency measurement is per-
formed on a desktop platform. The platform running Linux kernel 2.6.35.2 with the ext3 file
system features an Intel Core i7 quad processor operating at 2.67 GHz, 8 MB L3 Cache, and
9 GB DDR3-1066 DRAM. Our Memorage prototype runs on a dual-socket Intel Xeon-based
server platform and a newer 3.2 kernel. This platform has a large memory capacity orga-
nized in NUMA and eases emulating the PSD capacity. We perform application performance
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System Component Specification
Platform HP Proliant SL160g6 Server
CPU Two Intel Xeon E5620 (Sandy-bridge) processors
2.4 GHz base frequency, 2.66 GHz max turbo frequency
4 cores per processor
Hyper-threading 8 hardware threads/processor
Last-Level Cache (L3) 12 MB
Number of QPIs 2 links
Bus speed 5.86 GT/s QPI
Memory System 3 memory channels
192 GB DDR3-1066 SDRAM
populated as 12 × 16 GB RDIMMs
Operating System Linux kernel 3.2.8
File System Ext3
Table 2: Experimental platform.
evaluation on this platform. Table 2 summarizes the platform’s specification.
Figure 11 illustrates how we emulate a future NVRAM-based system with a commodity
server. Figure 11a shows an initial status of two socket system which has two CPUs connected
to memory of socket0 and socket1, respectively. Socket0 memory emulates NVRAM main
memory of 4.4 GB capacity, and socket1 memory of 96 GB capacity emulates PSD. First, we
oﬄine CPU1 as shown in Figure 11b, thus the system has only one CPU. Then, we oﬄine
PSD resources and hide them from OS virtual memory manager (see Figure 11c). Therefore,
OS memory manager cannot see PSD resources when it tries to allocate a memory page.
When memory pressure occurs (Figure 11d), PSD resources are exposed to OS memory
manager via memory hot-plugging operation (Figure 11e). Figure 11f depicts a system after
memory pressure disappeared.
To form our workload, we select eight benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 suite because
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Figure 11: Illustration of emulation methodology.
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they are memory-bound applications [91]. The applications and their memory footprint
(dynamic resident set size or RSS) are bwaves (873 MB), mcf (1,600 MB), milc (679 MB),
zeusmp (501 MB), cactusADM (623 MB), leslie3d (123 MB), lbm (409 MB), and GemsFDTD
(828 MB). Thus, RSS of our multiprogrammed workload is 5.6 GB. Since our experimental
platform has eight hardware threads, all applications in our workload can run simultaneously.
The first set of experiments focus on measuring the software latency of page fault handling
and use mcf, whose RSS is 1.6 GB and is the largest of all applications. To ensure we observe
many page faults (opportunities for measurements), we run mcf after seizing all physical
memory capacity but only 1.3 GB. Measurement was done with the Linux kernel function
tracer Ftrace [14], which instruments the entry and exit points of target functions with a
small overhead.
For application performance studies, we assume that main memory is built with SLC
NVRAM whereas the PSD uses MLC NVRAM. This assumption implies that the target
system is built cost-effectively—fast main memory with small capacity and slightly slow
storage with large capacity. As discussed in Section 2.1, this construction does not necessar-
ily imply much longer access latency to the PSD-provided memory capacity because MLC
NVRAM can be read and programmed like SLC NVRAM. We assume that the NVRAM
capacity donated to the main memory realm (Memorage) and the PSD capacity reserved
for swap space (conventional system) are operating in the fast SLC mode. Given the as-
sumptions, we emulate both the NVRAM main memory and the NVRAM PSD with the
host machine’s DRAM. In particular, all applications are pinned to run on the first NUMA
node only. The PSD capacity is offered by the second NUMA node. The swap partition is
implemented using a ramdisk.
As the primary metric for performance comparison, we use the program execution time
to complete each of eight applications in our workload, started at once 2. Given the multi-
core CPU with eight hardware contexts, this simple metric is intuitive and relevant. Co-
scheduling of applications also ensures that platform resources are not underutilized. To
reduce the effect of measurement noise, we repeat experiments three times and average the
2We do not re-launch applications which complete earlier than others so that we can estimate a lower-
bound of the performance gain from Memorage. However, re-launching early completed applications sustains
memory pressure for a longer time, hence Memorage will achieve greater performance improvement.
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Configuration Description
Baseline
A system has 4.4 GB effective memory available for allocation. This size causes
significant memory shortage.
Memorage
In addition to 4.4 GB (Baseline), Memorage provide a system with an ad-
ditional 2 GB capacity from PSD on low memory. Thus, the workload sees
6.4 GB total, and this capacity is larger than the aggregate memory footprint
of the workload.
Table 3: Evaluated memory configurations. Each configuration has a distinct effective mem-
ory capacity for page allocation.
results. We also reboot the system after each experiment to keep the system state fresh and
ensure that our workload runs under as much identical system conditions as possible.
We consider two target machine configurations shown in Table 3: Baseline and Memor-
age. The Baseline configuration offers the total physical memory capacity of 4.4 GB. Note
that this capacity is smaller by about 20% than the studied workload’s aggregate footprint
(5.6 GB). Accordingly, this configuration exposes the impact of frequent swap operations in
a conventional system under memory pressure. The Memorage configuration offers 2 GB of
additional memory capacity from PSD.
3.3.2 Characterization of Platform Performance
We characterize an average memory access latency and memory bandwidth of our platform
while consecutively issuing read operations. This bare-metal performance is important to
understand how accurately our emulation vehicle based on a commodity server can emulate
characteristics of the NVRAM main memory and PSD storage hardwares.
Figure 12 displays the memory system performance in terms of average latency and
bandwidth measured when the system is otherwise idle. 2 CPU sockets in the platform are
denoted by node 0 and node 1, respectively. In this matrix table, values on an intersec-
tion of an identical node number show local memory access latency and bandwidth of the
node, whereas values between different node numbers represent the performance of remote
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Latency (ns) Node 0 Node 1
Node 0 81.1 130.6
Node 1 130.6 81.0
Bandwidth (MB/s) Node 0 Node 1
Node 0 14171.4 10110.0
Node 1 10106.8 14342.0
Figure 12: Average memory read latency and bandwidth of the unloaded experimental
platform. A node is a logical unit which OS manages CPU and memory resources associated
with the CPU. Thus, the value on a cell crossed by the same node number means that the
CPU in the node number accesses the memory in that node number.
memory access latency and bandwidth. The figure indicates that the emulated NVRAM
main memory’s access latency is faster than that of PSD by 61.2%. Also, the bandwidth
of NVRAM main memory is higher than PSD by 41%. We presume that this performance
difference reasonably emulates the performance disparity between the memory module and
storage device built with SLC and MLC NVRAM technologies, respectively.
By contrast, Figure 13 shows the memory system performance measured when the system
is busy. The x-axis shows an inject delay in cycles, which a load request is delayed by other
application’s memory requests. As system loads increase, the bandwidth degrades by about
30×, and average memory access latency decreases by 44%. The average memory latency
is calculated from the bandwidth value measured over a constant time duration. As the
load increases, the amount of data that a concerned thread can access decreases, and as a
result, the average memory access latency decreases 3. These measurements were performed
by Intel’s Memory Latency Checker tool [50] that is based on various hardware performance
counters in a processor.
3See the manual from [50] for more details on the tool’s capability.
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Figure 13: Average memory latency and bandwidth of the loaded experimental platform.
3.3.3 Software Latency of a Page Fault
In this section, we obtain and report two latencies, one for “fast path” (taken for a minor
fault) and another for “slow path” (major fault). A minor fault happens when the swap-in
operation finds the missing page in the in-memory swap cache that contains the pages shared
by several processes. On the other hand, a major fault requires fetching the missing page
from the swap space on the storage device (PSD). On our platform, the fast path latency
was measured to be 21.6 µs and the slow path latency was 58.6 µs. We find that even the
fast path places nontrivial software latency on the critical path. Considering the capabilities
of the underlying hardware, 21.6 µs is not a small number at all. For instance, the latency
to read a 4 KB page can be as small as 0.47 µs with the 8.5 GB/sec DDR3-1066 DRAM in
our platform.
Figure 14 breaks down the page fault handling latency according to the routines involved.
Most routines are executed on both the fast path and the slow path. Two routines are
executed only on the slow path, grab swap token() and swapin readahead(), and they
account for a dominant portion in the entire latency of the slow path—37.5 µs of 58.6 µs.
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Figure 14: Breakdown of software latency of the Linux page fault handler. Routines in the
legend are invoked in order. Recall that Memorage will eliminate this latency.
The swapin readahead() turns out to be the most time-consuming; it reads the missing
page from the swap area and performs DRAM copying. This routine’s latency grows with
the number of pages that should be brought in, because the page reclaiming routine must first
make enough room for the pages under high memory pressure. Another major contributor,
responsible for 12.18 µs, is a family of “memory control group” routines (prefixed with
mem cgroup). Their main goal is to track the memory usage and limit of the specific group
of processes, and reduce the chances of swap thrashing during page reclamations. The
observed overhead is caused by the activities that VM manager updates the necessary page
accounting metadata such as LRU data structure.
After all, given the long latency required on each page fault, a memory-bound appli-
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Figure 15: Performance difference between main memory and PSD on our experimental
NUMA platform in terms of the peak bandwidth, running the STREAM benchmark. The “2x
main memory” represents the bandwidth performance when both sockets are main memory.
cation’s performance will suffer if its memory requirements are not fully satisfied due to
memory shortage. The situation can be considerably relieved with Memorage because it
grants more physical memory capacity to the system and satisfies memory demands from
applications directly without involving time-consuming page fault handling. The larger the
effective memory capacity is, the less frequently page faults would occur.
3.3.4 Application Performance
The result of the previous Section 3.3.3 suggests that even if we provide a very fast swap
space with a PSD, the page fault overhead will remain high because of the long software
latency. Let us now turn our attention to evaluating the benefit of Memorage by comparing
the application-level performance measured under different memory configurations.
Before we evaluate the application performance, we first examined the achievable memory
bandwidth of our experimental platform by running STREAM benchmark [78]. This allows
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Figure 16: The latencies (in form of min:sec.ms) for Memorage to offer and retrieve PSD
resources as the transfer size changes.
us to quantify the “application-level” performance difference between main memory (on the
local node) and the emulated PSD (on the remote node). This is different from the bare-
metal measurements presented in Section 3.3.2 in that the STREAM benchmark not only
has both read and write operations, but also considers some compute time between two
memory requests.
Figure 15 shows that main memory achieves higher bandwidth than the PSD by about
15% on average, and half bandwidth of 2x main memory that both sockets are main memory.
We consider this difference to be a reasonable artifact of our experimental environment, as
reading from and writing to MLC NVRAMs (even if they are operating in the SLC mode)
could take slightly longer than SLC NVRAMs.
Next, we measure the time needed for our Memorage implementation to offer physical
resources from the PSD to main memory or vice versa. This latency represents an artifact of
Memorage that applications would not experience if sufficient memory were given to them
initially, and is paid only when the physical resources are transferred between main memory
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Figure 17: Relative performance of benchmarks with Memorage (based on wall clock time
measurement). Performance improvement can be identified with a value greater than 1.
and the PSD, not on each (minor) page fault. Figure 16 presents our result, as a function
of the amount of memory capacity to donate or reclaim at one time. The plot clearly
shows that the measured latency increases linearly, proportional to the transferred data size.
Based on the result, we determined that a 2 GB transfer size is a reasonable choice during
our application-level performance study.
Figure 17 presents the performance of Memorage normalized to that of Baseline. We
show results for individual benchmark applications in the workload. Performance improve-
ment rate varies among the applications. Six out of eight applications gained significant
performance improvement. The total execution time of Memorage are improved by 16.5%
on average and by up to 40.5% in mcf, compared to Baseline. mcf is the most memory de-
manding application in the workload and it benefited the most. On the other hand, leslie3d
saw little performance improvement.
The plot also shows that all applications achieved performance improvement with the
additional memory capacity offered by Memorage, except one application; lbm actually loses
performance with more memory. This seemingly counter-intuitive result is caused by the
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Figure 18: Total execution time is normalized to highlight the relative time spent in user
applications and system routines.
uncontrolled resource contention in the processor core (hyper-threading) and the shared
cache. lbm has a relatively small memory footprint that can easily be cached. Hence, when
other more memory-demanding applications are blocked waiting for memory allocation (in
Baseline), it actually gets more CPU cycles. As a result, lbm grabs shared cache capacity
it needs and can complete to execute faster. We also find that slight memory shortage (e.g.
several dozens of MBs) is successfully handled by kswapd, whereas the huge gap between the
total required memory size and the currently available memory size (20% in our experiment)
is hard to overcome with the Linux page reclamation capability, resulting in crawling software
latencies very often.
Figure 18 shows that Memorage dramatically reduces the portion of system time in the
total execution time of the studied benchmarks. The programs spend a large portion of their
execution time in system execution under heavy memory pressure because they have to block
(in the sleep state) and yield the CPU to other processes until the faulting page becomes
available through page fault handling. Because this handling is slow, the faulting process
may be blocked for a long time. The increase of user time with Memorage implies that
CPU cycles are spent on useful work of the user application. More user time results in fast
program execution time and gives the system more chances to serve other user applications,
improving the overall system throughput.
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(b) Average number of memory instructions per minor fault
Figure 19: Memorage reduces the impact of major and minor page faults by increasing the
average number of memory instructions between two faults. A larger value in the plot means
more memory references are made without a page fault.
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Finally, Figure 19 depicts the average number of dynamic memory instructions executed
between two successive major or minor page faults. In Memorage—having generous memory
capacity—the system rarely experiences a major fault. Baseline suffers a sizable number of
major faults, as many as three to six orders of magnitude more major faults than Memor-
age. It also shows that minor page faults occur more frequently than major faults. They
occur even when there is enough memory capacity to elude memory pressure because modern
operating systems implement many in-memory cache structures and resource management
schemes. For example, the widely used copy-on-write mechanism may cause a minor page
fault due to a write on a shared page. Minor page faults have smaller impact on system
performance compared to major faults because handling them merely require to create new
page mappings without accessing storage. Hence, the performance of a system with Memor-
age is relatively insensitive to the number of minor faults. Nonetheless, Memorage decreases
the number of minor faults as well because page faults often incur additional minor faults
(e.g., swap cache hit) during fault handling but Memorage avoid them.
3.4 SYSTEM LIFETIME MODEL OF NVRAM RESOURCE SHARING
In this chapter, we develop a model to assess the system-level lifetime improvement of
NVRAM resources by the proposed Memorage architecture.
3.4.1 Modeling Main Memory Lifetime
Main memory lifetime improvement when system lifetime is maximized. In a
typical platform use scenario where main memory update rate is substantially higher than
storage update rate, the system lifetime would be determined by the main memory lifetime.
In this section, we analytically obtain the lifespan improvement of NVRAM main memory
with Memorage’s virtual over-provisioning. Let us first focus on the case when the system
lifetime is maximized (i.e., main memory lifetime equals storage lifetime).
Let Lm and Ls be the lifespan of NVRAM main memory and PSD in the conventional
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system, respectively. They represent the time taken until all NVRAM cells are worn out
through memory and storage writes. Also, let Cm and Cs be the main memory capacity and
the PSD capacity and let Em and Es be the specified write endurance of NVRAM resources
for main memory and PSD. Then, in the conventional system, the total data volume, Dm and
Ds, writable to the main memory or the PSD before their write endurance limit is reached,
are: Dm = Em · Cm and Ds = Es · Cs.
Now, let Bm and Bs denote the average data update rate or write data bandwidth, for the
main memory and the PSD, respectively. Then the lifetime of the two entities are calculated
by: Lm = Dm/Bm and Ls = Ds/Bs. At this point, we assume that perfect wear-leveling is
in place for both the main memory and the PSD.
In order to relate the resources initially dedicated to main memory and PSD, we introduce
α and β. Then, Cs = α · Cm and Bm = β · Bs. Because storage capacity is in general
larger than that of main memory (Cs > Cm) and the data update rate of main memory is
higher than that of storage (Bm > Bs), α > 1 and β > 1 would normally hold. Similarly,
we introduce γ to relate the endurance limit of the main memory and the PSD. That is,
Em = γ · Es. We normally expect γ to be greater than 1.
On a system with Memorage, let Lnew be the lifespan of the main memory. Ideally,
Memorage could expose the whole NVRAM resource capacity to global wear-leveling because
it manages all NVRAM resources. If we define Dnew and Bnew to be the total writable data
volume and the data update rate for the total, Memorage-managed NVRAM capacity, we
have Lnew = Dnew/Bnew, where Dnew = Em ·Cm +Es ·Cs and Bnew = Bm +Bs. Finally, by
rewriting Lnew we obtain:
Lnew =
Em · Cm + Es · Cs
Bm +Bs
=
Em · (Cm +
α
γ
· Cm)
Bm +
1
β
· Bm
=
Em · Cm · (1 +
α
γ
) · β
Bm · (1 + β)
= Lm ·
(1 + α
γ
) · β
(1 + β)
(3.1)
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Figure 20: Main memory lifetime improvement.
Equation (3.1) captures the key trade-offs that determine the new lifetime. For example,
with a higher α (i.e., storage is larger than memory), the main memory lifetime increases.
If γ is larger, implying that the write endurance of the main memory is better than the
write endurance of the PSD, the relative benefit of global wear-leveling of NVRAM resource
decreases. Finally, given that α/γ is reasonably greater than 0 (e.g., PSD capacity is large
enough and/or the write endurance of the PSD is close to that of the main memory), β
determines the overall lifetime gain. With a larger β, the lifetime improvement increases.
Suppose for example a platform that has 8 GB main memory and a 240 GB or 480 GB
PSD (α is 30 or 60, common in high-end notebooks). Figure 20 illustrates how the lifetime
improvement of NVRAMmain memory changes as we vary the relative data write bandwidth
to main memory and PSD (β). We assumed γ is 10. The lifetime improvement is shown to
rapidly reach a maximum value, even when β is small—write bandwidth difference is small
(e.g., see the points near β = 10). Even in an unrealistic worst-case scenario of β = 1,
Memorage achieves 2× and 3.5× longer lifetime than the conventional system. Realistically,
write bandwidth seen by the main memory tends to be much larger (β is large) [92, 2], and
hence, we expect that the large main memory lifetime improvement of Memorage will be
effectively achieved.
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3.4.2 System Lifetime Analysis via Model
Understanding trade-offs in global wear-leveling
Our formulation so far assumed that Lm = Ls = Lnew and a perfect, global wear-leveling
method with zero overhead. To gain insights about realistic wear-leveling, we consider a
hypothetical wear-leveling method where the main memory borrows an extra capacity of η
from the PSD constantly. This borrowed capacity resides within the main memory realm
for time τ and is then returned back. The PSD immediately lends a fresh capacity of η
to replace the returned capacity. To improve lifetime, the main memory “rests” its own
capacity of η, covered by the borrowed capacity.
The hypothetical wear-leveling method follows the spirit of Memorage in two ways. First,
it involves the available physical resources in the main memory and the PSD only, without
assuming any over-provisioned physical resources. Second, it uses borrowed capacity from
the PSD to improve the main memory lifetime, across the traditional memory and storage
boundary. Furthermore, the method exposes two important trade-offs (η and τ) a realistic
wear-leveling scheme may also have. η captures the amount of provisioned capacity and
determines the degree of lifetime improvement. On the other hand, τ dictates the frequency
of resource exchange, and hence, reveals the overhead of resource management and the
potential wear amplification.
Let us assume that η < Cm < Cs (i.e., the borrowed capacity is relatively small, compared
with Cm and Cs) and let L
′
m and L
′
s denote the new lifetime of the main memory and
the PSD under the hypothetical wear-leveling scheme. Deriving the new lifetimes is fairly
straightforward.
L′m = (Dm · Cm)/(Bm · (Cm − η)),
L′s = Ds/(Bs +
η
Cm
· Bm +
2η
τ
) (3.2)
The effect of exchanging resource is manifested by the transfer of bandwidth from the
main memory to the PSD (η ·Bm/Cm). The overhead of resource trading is revealed by the
added bandwidth (2η/τ) to the PSD side.
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Introducing a new variable h = η/Cm, main memory lifetime improvement and PSD lifetime
degradation are expressed by Equation 3.3.
As expected, the memory side lifetime improvement is a function of h (h is the relative
size of η to Cm). It is also shown that h and β (Bm/Bs) plays a role in the PSD lifetime.
Intuitively, the PSD’s lifetime degrades faster if: (1) the main memory bandwidth is relatively
large and (2) larger capacity is delegated from the PSD to the main memory. Lastly, the
wear-leveling overhead becomes larger with the traded capacity size and decreases with a
longer capacity trading period and higher storage side bandwidth.
L′m/Lm =
1
(1− h)
,
Ls/L
′
s = 1 + β · h +
2h · Cm
τ ·Bs
(3.3)
To express the above as a function of h and τ only, let us fix other variables. Like
before, imagine a platform with 8 GB main memory and a 480 GB PSD. Also, assume
Bs = 12 GB/day [2] and β = 720 (large write bandwidth difference between main memory
and PSD storage).
Figure 21 plots Equation (3.3). It is shown that the main memory lifetime increases
with h while the lifetime of PSD decreases. Furthermore, the degradation of PSD lifetime is
affected substantially by the choice of τ (expressed in “days”). For example, the degradation
ratio difference between τ = 1 (resource exchange occurs once a day) and τ = 0.01 (hundred
times a day) was more than an order of magnitude. Given the trend, how would the user
choose h and τ? A feasible strategy would consider the lifetime improvement or degradation
ratio target. For example, if the user desires at least 2× main memory lifetime improvement,
h need to be 0.5 or larger (shown in the lower circle on the plot). If the same user would
like the maximum PSD lifetime degradation of 1,500, he/she could choose τ = 0.0001 and
ensure h = 0.7 or less (upper circle). The user could use any value between 0.5 and 0.7 for
h. This concrete example demonstrates that the developed model is powerful and can guide
wear-leveling management policies.
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Figure 21: Main memory lifetime improvement and PSD lifetime degradation as a function
of h (a ratio of the capacity borrowed from PSD to memory capacity) and τ (a time period
for main memory to own the borrowed capacity. more frequent transfer with smaller τ).
The improvement of main memory lifetime comes at a high cost of degrading the PSD
lifetime. In the previous example, obtaining 2× improvement in the main memory lifetime
corresponds to 1,000× PSD lifetime degradation. This cost may appear excessive. However,
in fact, the cost is justified when the system lifetime is limited by the main memory lifetime.
For example, if Es = 10
5, the expected lifetime of the 480 GB PSD is over 10,000 years when
Bs = 12 GB/day. When Em = 10
6, the lifetime of the 8 GB NVRAM main memory, even
with perfect wear-leveling, is only 2.5 years at Bm = 100 MB/s. In this case, reducing the
PSD lifetime from 10,000 years to 10 years (1,000× degradation) to increase the main memory
lifetime to 5 years makes perfect sense. Our analysis demonstrates that Memorage’s ability
to trade resources between PSD and main memory is extremely valuable toward improving
not only the performance but also the lifetime of a platform.
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3.5 RELATED WORK
The work by Freitas et al. [37] gives an excellent overview of the NVRAM technologies.
They suggest that a NVRAM is a “universal memory,” providing capacity to both main
memory and storage of a platform. They also suggest that the PCM technology is closest to
mass production. However, they do not discuss in detail the notion of system-wide, dynamic
co-management of memory and storage resources in an integrated framework and how the
notion can be realized.
Recently the computer architecture community paid due attention to building PCM main
memory [118, 68, 92]. Because PCM has lower performance and smaller write endurance
than DRAM, the focus was on developing techniques to hide the long PCM access latency,
reduce write operations, and distribute wearing among PCM cells. These studies looked only
at the main memory architecture.
On the other hand, Jung et al. [57], Caulfield et al. [19, 20] and Akel et al. [6] evaluated
the potential of NVRAM as a storage medium. They studied the performance of a block
storage device that employs NVRAM and is connected to the host system through the high
bandwidth PCI-e interface. Furthermore, like our work, Caulfield motivated the need to
revamp the key OS components like the block I/O layer; however, they assume a conventional
DRAM main memory and stick to the traditional main memory and storage dichotomy.
Accordingly, their work focused only on streamlining the storage access path in the OS and
the storage hardware built with NVRAM.
Work done by other researchers also reveals that the maximum SSD performance is not
realized without streamlining the traditional I/O software layers. Accordingly, they propose
specific techniques to optimize the OS I/O stack and file system [54, 99, 100]. However, their
concerns so far are for NAND flash SSDs on a legacy interface rather than byte-addressable
PSDs. Even if these changes are applicable to the PSD, the techniques are strictly for the
storage side of the NVRAM technology.
Badam et al. [9] proposed to use SSD as main memory extension rather than storage by
providing users with new set of APIs to explicitly allocate pages from SSD. While the method
improves the performance of large memory footprint applications, it requires applications
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using the APIs to be recompiled. Also, they treat SSD just as memory resources without
considering the role as file storage. In our proposal, PSD is not only used as memory
extension without modifications to an application, but also keeps performing its innate duty
to store files.
Qureshi et al. [91] and Dong et al. [32] proposed to improve the access latency of MLC
PCM by adaptively changing the operating mode from slow MLC to fast SLC mode. While
the former focused only on main memory, the latter dealt only with storage. By comparison,
Memorage makes use of both main memory and storage resources together to obtain the
best system performance. Memorage is a flexible architecture in that it neither binds itself
to the PCM technology, nor does it require the use of fast page mode in MLC.
Finally, there are two inspiring studies that address the inefficient resource utilization
in main memory and the storage system. Waldspurger [109] shows that memory usages
are uneven among co-scheduled virtual machines and proposes “ballooning” to flexibly re-
allocate excess memory resources from a virtual machine to another. This technique helps
manage the limited main memory resources more efficiently. Similarly, Hough et al. [44]
present “thin provisioning” to enhance the storage resource utilization by allocating storage
capacity on demand. While both proposals tackle an important problem, their focus is
limited to a single resource—main memory or storage (but not both).
Compared to the above prior work, we address the system-level performance and re-
source utilization issue of a future platform whose main memory and storage capacity collo-
cated at the memory bus are both NVRAM. A Memorage system collapses the traditional
main memory and the storage resource management and efficiently utilizes the available
NVRAM resources of the entire system to realize higher performance and longer lifetime of
the MVRAM resources.
3.6 SUMMARY
Emerging NVRAM technologies have the potential to find their place in a computer sys-
tem and replace DRAM and (a portion of) traditional rotating storage medium. This work
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discussed potential architectural and system changes when that happens. Furthermore, we
proposed Memorage, a novel system architecture that synergistically co-manages the main
memory and the storage resources comprised of NVRAM. Our experimental results using a
prototype system show that Memorage has the potential to significantly improve the per-
formance of memory-intensive applications (by up to 40.5%) with no additional memory
capacity provisions. Furthermore, carefully coordinated NVRAM resource exchange be-
tween main memory and NVRAM storage is shown to improve the lifetime of the NVRAM
main memory (by up to 6.9 ×) while keeping PSD lifetime long enough for the studied
system configurations. Memorage presents a practical, plausible evolution path from the
long-standing memory-storage dichotomy to integration and co-management of memory and
storage resources.
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4.0 HARDWARE-DRIVEN PAGE SWAP IN HYBRID MAIN MEMORY
In this chapter, we develop an analytical model to assess the profitability of in-memory page
swap between DRAM and NVRAM in a hybrid main memory subsystem, and evaluate the
effectiveness of a hardware-driven page swap mechanism which is guided by that model.
4.1 MOTIVATION
Over the last three decades, DRAM has been a de-facto standard memory technology to
build system’s main memory. However, as semi-conductor process technology continuously
advances at the pace of Moore’s law [101], DRAM is approaching its scaling wall due to man-
ufacturing constraints which cannot further shrink a DRAM cell in a functionally correct and
cost-effective way [61]. Moreover, current leakages are accelerated with a smaller transistor
feature size, thus data retention time decreases. As a result, the relative fraction of wasteful
power consumption dissipated by DRAM refresh operations is growing to compensate for
weaker retention capability [13].
Due to two critical system-level problems caused by the above DRAM challenges, system
designers cannot stay with a traditional DRAM-only approach to build a system memory.
First, since DRAM is not scalable, the main memory capacity of a future platform is insuffi-
cient to accommodate an ever-increasing memory footprint that is required from applications
running on a much larger number of cores. After all, the deficit of memory capacity becomes
a major system bottleneck that considerably degrades the application performance. Second,
a system power budget is prone to being violated by the addition of excessive wasteful refresh
power consumption to that dissipated by demand memory references. Though putting mem-
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ory devices in power-down mode may delay the violation, a DRAM cell must be refreshed
before losing the stored data.
To address these problems, a variety of emerging memory technologies such as PCM
(phase change memory) [7], ReRAM (Resistive RAM) [71], and STT-MRAM (spin-transfer
torque magneto-resistive RAM) [103] have been considered for a DRAM surrogate or ex-
tension in system memory. However, emerging NVRAM technologies have drawbacks as
well as advantages compared to DRAM. For instance, PCM achieves higher density than
DRAM, but the latter is faster than the former. For that reason, it is a promising design
choice to have both DRAM and NVRAM collaboratively form a system main memory [31]
until NVRAMs become as fast as DRAM. There are two main design approaches to build
a DRAM+NVRAM system memory. One is a DRAM cache that uses DRAM as an OS-
invisible caching store of NVRAM main memory, and another is a hybrid memory which
makes both DRAM and NVRAM visible to OS [68, 91, 94, 118]. A hybrid memory allows
more flexible resource management than DRAM cache because a system can address the
entire memories across both.
In a hybrid memory, it is important to maximize synergy from both types of memories by
hiding downsides of DRAM with advantages of NVRAM or vice versa. The synergistic effect
can be enabled by a page swap which allows a system to dynamically place frequently ac-
cessed (hot) pages in DRAM and less frequently referenced (cold) pages in NVRAM [88],[94].
A sound page swap can boost the performance of applications running on a system with a
hybrid memory by timely relocating NVRAM resident pages to DRAM and by servicing most
memory accesses from DRAM, as if applications run with a fast and colossal DRAM-only
memory system.
For a page swap to be feasible, a system should be able to classify pages into hot and
cold ones, and fulfill the required page swaps with low overhead. Unfortunately, in mod-
ern systems, OS-managed page LRU lists are too dormant to classify hot and cold pages.
Figure 22 displays OS LRU lists’ length changes measured from a real server system while
running 429.mcf, one of the most memory-intensive programs from SPEC CPU2006 [105].
The program starts at 1 and finishes at 4 . The x-axis shows a wall-clock time of program
execution and y-axis represents the number of pages in each LRU page list. From the figure,
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Figure 23: Change of OS LRU list length for inactive pages while running 429.mcf.
we can observe that as soon as the program starts running, an LRU list of active anonymous
pages 1 rapidly grows up to its memory footprint of about 1.7GB as measured with top.
Thereafter, all of LRU lists remain stationary without a noticeable change until the program
1An anonymous page in Figure 22 denotes a page which is not backed by a file. In this work, we define
a memory-intensive application as a program using many anonymous pages (e.g. heap or stack pages), not
file-backed pages. Hence, if a program is dominated by the file-backed pages, it is not a memory-intensive
application, but an I/O-intensive application. Note that we study memory-intensive applications here.
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exits (see 2 to 3 ). Interestingly, an LRU list of inactive pages to which a cold page belongs
does not vary, erroneously meaning that no page is cold! Zooming-in inactive page list at
Figure 23 shows that its maximum variation between peak ( 5 ) and valley ( 6 ) is at most
2.4 MB. We have consistently observed this phenomenon for all memory-intensive programs
in the benchmark suite. Different from a conventional wisdom, OS’s LRU lists rarely update
their length throughout the entire program execution. Accordingly, one cannot resort to
page reference information from OS to decide a page swap. Instead, a system must maintain
a hardware-driven page reference history for a page swap to be feasible. From this obser-
vation, we study a hardware-driven page swap, assuming that a hardware-managed page
reference history is available to a future hybrid memory system.
4.2 ANALYTICAL MODEL OF HARDWARE-DRIVEN PAGE SWAP IN
HYBRID MAIN MEMORY
In this section, we identify key parameters in which a hybrid memory system is affected by
a page swap, and develop an analytical model to investigate the effect of a hardware-based
page swap in the context of the flow control.
4.2.1 A Studied System Architecture and Model Parameters
In this chapter, we develop a model to assess the system-level lifetime improvement of
NVRAM resources by the proposed Memorage architecture. A studied system architec-
ture which features a hybrid main memory is shown in Figure 24. We assume that a hybrid
memory system consists of DRAM and PCM currently available, but hereafter we refer to
them as FM and SM (Faster and Slower Memory) for notational simplicity and generality.
Table 4 describes key model parameters used in our model. Our model is based on a
simple queuing theory, specifically Little’s law [70],[43] which relates the average request
arrival rate, the average number of requests in memory system, and the average service time
of a request. From Figure 24, we can see that memory requests arrive at a rate of λ0, and a
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Figure 24: System architecture with hybrid main memory.
fraction of α0 to total memory requests accesses FM while the remaining fraction of (1−α0)
to total requests is serviced by SM. When page swap is enabled, swap operations not only
increase memory request rate by ∆λ to each memory region, but also change a fraction of FM
references by ∆α. These two changes have an opposite effect on the application performance.
In this work, we assume that HSC (Hardware Page swap Controller) chooses and swaps a
hot page from SM with a cold page from FM pairwise instead of moving a page in only one
direction.
Since we aim at improving the performance of memory-intensive workloads via page
swap, we employ a metric of CPI (cycles per instruction) [33] or IPC (instruction per cy-
cle) to compare the application performance improvement. Note that an average access
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time improvement of a memory subsystem is not always directly proportional to the appli-
cation performance improvement. For instance, an application with high instruction-level
parallelism may effectively hide long-latency memory access penalties. In this case, the
application performance may not be sensitive to small improvement of memory access time.
4.2.2 Baseline CPI Model without In-Memory Page Swap
Let us consider an application running on a system with a hybrid main memory. The CPI
of the application can be formulated as the sum of the CPI achieved with an ideal LLC
and the memory access penalty per instruction. An ideal LLC can serve all LLC references
without accessing main memory. However, a non-ideal LLC has a limited capacity, and a
missed LLC reference costs memory access penalty. We can consider an average memory
access penalty as AMAT (Average memory access time) in cycles. Therefore, an application
performance without page swap can be expressed as follows:
CPIbase = CPIideal +MPIbase × {α0 · (TFM + Tqueue,FM)+
(1− α0) · (TSM + Tqueue,SM)}
(4.1)
Considering λ0 = MRLLC × AFLLC and MPIbase = λ0 ×
CPIbase
fcore
, we can rearrange
equation 4.1 by applying the above relations to MPIbase and solving it for CPIbase. Then,
we get the following equation 4.2 to represent the baseline CPI performance for an application
running on a system without page swap.
CPIbase =
CPIideal
1− λ0
fcore
· F0
,
where F0 = {α0 · (TFM + Tqueue,FM) + (1− α0) · (TSM + Tqueue,SM)}
(4.2)
F0 in equation 4.2 includes queuing delay terms, Tqueue,FM and Tqueue,SM for FM and
SM, respectively, thus we further need to derive the queuing delays which a memory request
experiences in a memory controller’s request queue on average. According to Little’s law,
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Parameters Description of model parameters
fcore CPU clock frequency (Hz = cycles/sec)
TFM Average FM access latency (cycles)
TSM Average SM access latency (cycles)
Tqueue,FM Average FM access queuing delay without page swap
Tqueue,SM Average SM access queuing delay without page swap
Tpqueue,FM Average FM access queuing delay with page swap
Tpqueue,SM Average SM access queuing delay with page swap
CPIideal Cycles per instruction with 100% LLC hit
CPIbase CPI without page swap
CPIpg CPI with page swap
MPIbase LLC misses per instruction without page swap
MPIpg LLC misses per instruction with page swap
MRLLC LLC miss rate (misses/access)
AFLLC LLC access frequency (accesses/sec)
α0 Fraction of FM accesses without page swap
α Fraction of FM accesses with page swap
∆α Changed fraction of FM accesses by swap: α− α0
λ0 Memory access rate without page swap (accesses/sec)
λ Memory access rate with page swap (accesses/sec)
∆λ Increased memory access rate by page swap: λ− λ0
F0 Average memory access time without page swap
F Average memory access time with page swap
x Relative ratio of access latency of FM and SM : x = TSM
TFM
Table 4: Performance Model Parameters
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the length of queue and the expected queuing delay of a memory request in each type of
memory region can be expressed as follows:
Lenq,FM = λ0,FM ·
TFM
fcore
= α0 · λ0 ·
TFM
fcore
Tqueue,FM = Lenq,FM · TFM = α0 · λ0 ·
TFM
2
fcore
Lenq,SM = λ0,SM ·
TSM
fcore
= (1− α0) · λ0 ·
x · TFM
fcore
Tqueue,SM = Lenq,SM · TSM = (1− α0) · λ0 ·
x2 · TFM
2
fcore
(4.3)
Note that Tqueue,SM in equation 4.3 has been expressed with TFM by relating TSM to TFM
with the assumption that FM is x times faster than SM (i.e. x = TSM/TFM and x > 0).
This allows us to investigate the effect of various relative latency performance differences
between FM and SM.
For this model, we employ m/m/1 queuing model to simplify our model and the hard-
ware implementation. Although it is possible to extend our model to use m/m/c or non-
memoryless queuing model to take the device-level parallelism or request burstiness into
account, we show that the simple queuing model is accurate enough to determine the prof-
itability of page swap in section 4.3.
4.2.3 New CPI Model with In-Memory Page Swap
Similar to the baseline CPI model, we can derive a CPI performance model of a system with
page swap as follows:
CPIpg =
CPIideal
1− λ0
fcore
· F
,
where F = {α · (TFM + Tpqueue,FM) + (1− α) · (TSM + Tpqueue,SM)},
and α = α0 +∆α
(4.4)
Now let us formulate the queuing delay terms, Tpqueue,FM and Tpqueue,SM in equation 4.4.
Using Little’s law again and memory access rates seen by FM, SM, and the overall hybrid
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memory (i.e. λFM , λSM , and λ = λFM + λSM), we finally get the formula of per-region
queuing delays in equation 4.5.
Lenpq,FM = λFM ·
TFM
fcore
= {α · λ0 +∆λ} ·
TFM
fcore
Tpqueue,FM = Lenpq,FM · TFM = λFM ·
TFM
2
fcore
Lenpq,SM = λSM ·
TSM
fcore
= {(1− α) · λ0 +∆λ} ·
x · TFM
fcore
Tpqueue,SM = Lenpq,SM · TSM = λSM ·
x2 · TFM
2
fcore
,
where λFM = α · λ0 +∆λ, and λSM = (1− α) · λ0 +∆λ
(4.5)
From Figure 24, equation 4.4, and 4.5, we observe that a hardware-based page swap
allows an application’s demand memory access rate, λ0 to be independent of an additional
memory request rate, ∆λ induced by page swap because LLC is oblivious to swap activities
generated by a hardware page swap controller beneath it.
4.2.4 Profitability of page swap
For a page swap to be justified, the CPI of an application with page swap must be smaller
than or equal to CPIbase. That is, the advantage of ∆α (i.e. having a larger proportion of
access to the faster memory) should outweigh the disadvantage of ∆λ (i.e. additional load
on the memory system due to page swaps). From this simple axiom, we can derive a formula
to determine whether or not a page swap operation is justifiable. A page swap may harm
the application performance unless the inequality in equation 4.6 holds.
CPIpg ≤ CPIbase
CPIideal
1− λ0
fcore
· F
≤
CPIideal
1− λ0
fcore
· F0
(4.6)
By eliminating common variables from both sides in equation 4.6, we notice that ex-
amining F ≤ F0 has the same effect as checking CPIpg ≤ CPIbase. In other words, F , an
average memory access penalty of a page swap-enabled system should be smaller than or
equal to F0 in order to improve application performance via page swap.
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4.3 COMPARING MODEL WITH SIMULATION
In this section, we compare the outcome of our page swap model with the result of an
architecture simulation, and make observations of page swap behavior in a hybrid memory.
4.3.1 Experimental Setup and Simulation Methodology
Simulator and configuration
We employ the Ramulator [63] as a reference architecture simulator over which the outcome
of the model is compared. The simulator has been validated against Micron Technology’s
hardware-level DRAM device model as well as JEDEC DDR specification. However, we
extended the simulator to support a hardware page swap controller, HSC and a hardware
page table. Also, each memory controller has a global request queue. Table 5 details our
simulation configurations.
Benchmark applications
For the performance evaluation, we use instruction traces of 21 memory-intensive SPEC
CPU2006 benchmarks (configured with reference input data) as input to Ramulator. The
instruction traces were collected using Pin [76] and SimPoint [89], and filtered through
512KB cache. Using these traces, we form a total of 11 multiprogrammed, memory-intensive
workloads, each of which is comprised of 6 applications. Table 6 shows the workloads used
for our study 2. Note that an average memory footprint of our workloads for single core is
1.93× larger than that from recent research [25].
Simulation methodology
We assume other workloads in a system already occupy a portion of FM memory capacity, so
our workload is not allowed to allocate its entire pages to FM. In particular, we assume that
our workload could get allocated just a half of its footprint on FM due to other workloads.
For that, we first allocate the same number of pages to each memory region via a pre-
2Since SimPoint helps Pin tool collecting traces only for representative phases of a program execution
through a sampling, the memory footprint size of our workloads is smaller than that observed during the
complete execution of the applications.
3We simulate a scenario that memory footprint size of our workloads entirely fit in a hybrid memory
and perform page swappings only within the given memory footprint without an additional page allocation.
Therefore, having smaller SM device than FM device does not harm our simulation purpose.
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Parameters Configuration
CPU 3.2GHz, out-of-order, 4-wide issue superscalar processor, 128-entry ROB
LLC 512KB L2 cache
FM Controller 128-entry request queue, FR-FCFS scheduling, closed page mode, row-
col-rank-bank addressing, 1 channel, 1 rank
SM Controller 128-entry request queue, FR-FCFS scheduling, open page mode, row-col-
rank-bank addressing, 1 channel, 1 rank
FM DDR4-2400 DRAM, 8 banks, 1KB page size, tCL-tRCD-tRP-tRAS=16-
16-16-39, tREFI=7.8us, 4GB
SM DDR3-1600 PCM-like, 8 banks, 1KB page size, tCL-tRCD-tRP-
tRAS=11-44-0-59, tREFI=∞ (no refresh), 512MB 3, slower than FM (R:
4×, W: 10×)
Table 5: Simulation configuration
execution before measuring page swap performance. This allows us to decouple the effect
of a page swap from a disputable side-effect caused by the memory capacity available in
each region. For example, if FM has a sufficient memory capacity and bandwidth to serve
the entire memory footprint of a workload, we hardly find a reason to harness SM or move
any page from FM to SM. After a pre-execution, since a page swap always deals only with
already memory-resident pages which may be recycled as destination pages for a page swap,
it is possible to evaluate the usefulness of a page swap for a specific memory footprint size.
To do a page swap, HSC monitors page access frequency in each region for an observation
interval or epoch. Then, HSC classifies pages by the frequency at the end of the interval,
and performs zero or some number of page swaps for a subsequent interval. We repeat this
“monitoring-and-swap” process.
For this simulation, we set an observation interval to one full execution of a workload
trace, and iterate the execution 5 times after a pre-execution. Since a collected instruction
trace is a representative phase of execution in an application, the phase is executed multiple
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WL Six applications in a workload (WL) Footprint
mix1 cactusadm, gemsfdtd, soplex, libquantum, lbm, mcf 577 MB
mix2 bzip2, namd, hmmer, leslie3d, cactusadm, leslie3d 120 MB
mix3 omnetpp, lbm, astar, zeusmp, h264ref, sjeng 671 MB
mix4 libquantum, lbm, wrf, zeusmp, h264ref, sjeng 435 MB
mix5 soplex, lbm, wrf, libquantum, dealII, sphinx3 270 MB
mix6 lbm, cactusadm, gcc, dealII, gemsfdtd, xalancbmk 537 MB
mix7 milc, lbm, h264ref, wrf, cactusadm, libquantum 634 MB
mix8 mcf, zeusmp, astar, sphinx3, gromacs, omnetpp 419 MB
mix9 libquantum, leslie3d, cactusadm, sjeng, gobmk, soplex 281 MB
mix10 gemsfdtd, omnetpp, namd, hmmer, gromacs, milc 719 MB
mix11 mcf, bzip2, gcc, sjeng, leslie3d, milc 587 MB
Table 6: Multiprogrammed workloads
times throughout the program’s execution. Therefore, it makes sense to repeat a chosen
phase of run. Meanwhile, we statically set the maximum number of page swaps within an
iteration to 500. This static swap capability eases a comparison of the behavior of page swap
between simulation and model.
4.3.2 Evaluation Results
In this section, we demonstrate that the developed page swap model is valuable as an off-line
analysis tool for page swap. Our model is useful for studying how a page swap affects the
application performance.
Let us compare the AMAT of an analytical model over that measured and reported by
the architecture simulation, because F0 and F are key factors of assessing the profitability of
a page swap in our model. To compute the AMAT from the analytical model, we measure the
proportion of FM access (α0 and ∆α), memory request rate (λ0 and ∆λ), runtime latency
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Figure 25: IPC improvement and AMAT decrease of a static page swap over the baseline.
difference between memory regions (x), and memory access counts and cycles per region,
then apply them to equations 4.2 and 4.4. Figure 25 shows simulation results of the IPC
improvement and the AMAT decrease over the baseline (i.e. no swap). From the figure, we
can observe that the page swap achieves 6.5% performance improvement on average, and
that the AMAT improvement of a workload results in the IPC performance improvement in
most cases. For example, the workloads mix01, mix08, and mix11 achieve the largest AMAT
improvement with page swaps, and they achieve the largest IPC improvement thanks to the
AMAT improvement. On the contrary, the AMAT of mix04 becomes worse, thus its IPC
performance also degrades. We found that a page swap rarely increases FM use for mix04 and
mix07. Thus, their resulting performance degrades or improves little. However, we note that
the resulting performance improvement across all workloads is somewhat small, considering
the media access latency difference of FM and SM in Table 5. This happens because the
access latency of FM and SM as a memory module is different from their cell-level latencies
due to the system-level effect (e.g. parallelism).
Observation1: “dynamic access latency gap of two memory regions is small.”
Figure 26 depicts that a dynamic latency gap (x) between FM access and SM access is
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Figure 26: Dynamic access latency gap between two memory regions, FM and SM.
smaller than the media latency configured in Table 5. Different from 4× and 10× gap for
read and write respectively, the actual average memory access latency gap at a runtime for
both reads and writes is 2.11× which is much smaller than the media latency. This is mainly
attributed to the convoluted effect of three factors. First, the write-back policy of LLC
effectively alleviates the direct impact of an inferior SM write performance on the application
performance. Second, a memory request is decomposed into multiple media specific sub-
commands inside a memory controller, then these commands are executed with ones from
other memory requests in parallel [13]. This further reduces the latency gap between FM
and SM. Third, workloads hardly saturate the provisioned memory system [11],[60], so the
application performance is not proportional to a given device-level latency gap. Since the
dynamic latency gap between two regions is small, the gain achieved by a page swap becomes
small as well.
Observation2: “direction of AMAT variation is closely correlated.”
Figure 27 shows the comparison of the AMAT change of the model to the simulation. A
total of 10 workloads as much as 90.9% have a positive correlation, which suggests that if the
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Figure 27: AMAT comparison of simulation (AMATpg) over model (F )
AMAT calculated from our model improves over the baseline, the AMAT from the simulation
also shows the improvement, and vice versa. However, mix07 has a negative correlation that
AMAT change direction of the simulation mismatches with the model. That is, the model
indicates the AMAT improvement for mix07, but the AMAT measured from the simulation
deteriorates. This discrepancy happens because mix07 is a write-heavy workload and our
model does not differentiate the queuing effect of read and write requests. As a result, our
model trades accuracy for model simplicity. Although there may exist a disagreement on
AMAT increment or decrement between the model and the simulation, it is important to
note that our “simple” model can effectively evaluate the profitability of a page swap only
with modest error (9.1%) based on the measured values of α and λ. Note that knowing the
direction of AMAT change, not its magnitude, suffices to evaluate the profitability of a page
swap.
Figure 28 comparatively depicts AMAT changes of a system-wide as well as each memory
region for mix01 and mix04 4. The baseline in the figure denotes a scheme that has no swap,
4We compare mix01 and mix04 to examine cases in which their AMAT improves and deteriorates, re-
spectively.
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Figure 28: AMAT and α change for mix01 and mix04.
while the swap 500 represents a scheme which performs 500 page swaps per iteration. From
Figure 28a and 28b of mix01, we see the AMAT of FM region degrades with 500 page
swaps, whereas SM region’s AMAT improves over the baseline. Since the page swap has FM
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Figure 29: IPC improvement and ROB fullness decrease over baseline.
serve 13% more memory requests than the baseline, the overall AMAT of mix01 improves.
Note that the gain from AMAT improvement of SM region outweighs the loss by AMAT
degradation in FM region, because SM is slower than FM by 2.4 times at runtime in the
baseline (see Figure 26). On the contrary, Figure 28d and 28e of mix04 show the AMAT
of both regions deteriorates after page swaps. In particular, we can observe that SM region
does not benefit from page swaps due to its high utilization. After all, page swaps add more
requests to the overloaded SM region, and the overall AMAT of mix04 degenerates. Also, it
is noteworthy that page swap could redirect just 5% more memory requests to FM.
Observation3: “ROB fullness affects a page swap.”
mix05 and mix07 in Figure 25 seemingly show counter-intuitive results because even if the
AMAT degrades by a page swap, a system achieves better IPC performance. This happens
because the bottleneck of a hybrid memory system for these workloads is at ROB (Re-Order
Buffer) in a processor front-end. Figure 29 depicts the relationship of the IPC improvement
to the decrease of ROB fullness. We observe that both mix05 and mix07 experience less
number of ROB fullnesses with a page swap. Due to the in-order retirement property of
ROB entries, entries occupied by memory instructions which require long-latency SM access
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Figure 30: Illustration of model-guided page swap. The model f determines the number of page
swaps to perform at the end of current epoch τi, expecting to improve the application performance
in next epoch τi+1.
cause a HOL (Head-Of-Line) blocking problem, which prevents subsequent non-memory
instructions from being retired and releasing their ROB entries. Accordingly, ROB resources
become a bottleneck for issuing new instructions in the baseline. The page swap mitigates the
problem by making these non-memory instructions own ROB entries for a shorter time, thus
a system achieves better performance. This implies that a hybrid main memory sometimes
needs to perform a page swap in order to relax ROB bottleneck even if the overall AMAT
slightly gets worse.
4.4 MODEL-GUIDED HARDWARE-DRIVEN PAGE SWAP
The model in Section 4.2 can also serve as an online page swap tool to regulate both rate and
volume of a page swap on-the-fly, adapting to the change of a program execution phase. In
this chapter, we assess the usefulness of our model by applying the model to the architecture
simulator and observing a dynamic behavior of application performance.
Figure 30 depicts what the model takes as an input and yields as an output. The inputs of
the model-guided page swap are straightforward and simple enough to derive from hardware
performance counters in modern processors. To calculate F and F0 per epoch, the model in
HSC takes FM access count, SM access count, and total elapsed cpu cycles from a previous
epoch τi−1, and uses them to derive α0 and λ0. Likewise, HSC newly counts FM and SM
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Configuration Description
baseline This scheme does no page swap.
ub.c This scheme does page swap with static, upper-bound c that performs
at most 5 c (∈ {10, 100, 300, 500}) page swaps in an epoch.
model This scheme does a model-guided page swap. A page swap count to take
is dynamically chosen from above c ranges by our model.
RaPP 6 This scheme does a rank-based page swap from previous work [94]. A
page swap is determined by multi-queue based page ranking system.
Table 7: The considered page swap schemes
access during current epoch τi. In addition, it continuously measures the average memory
access time to FM and SM, which enables us to derive a dynamic latency gap x. Meanwhile,
instead of deriving ∆α in F , HSC needs to predict ∆α for next epoch τi+1 at the end of the
current epoch because it is nearly impossible to know how many more requests will be served
by FM after performing a current page swap decision. As a proxy to approximate ∆α, we
use the difference between total access counts of the considered hottest SM pages and total
reference counts of the considered coldest FM pages. The number of hottest or coldest pages
to consider is decided by iteratively checking values in a finite set of upper-bounds, which are
the number of page swaps allowable for an epoch. The model can derive the estimated ∆α
for each upper-bound value, and in turn derive ∆λ because we know that a page swap incurs
128 page references on each region. Then, the model is ready to assess the profitability of a
page swap using the derived parameter values.
5These schemes try to do at most c page swappings in an epoch, even if more than c pages in SM have
greater page access frequencies than cold pages in FM. For instance, when 513 hottest pages in SM region
have larger access counts than 513 coldest pages in FM region, ub.500 scheme performs only 500 page swaps
instead of 513. This static upper bound can simplify hardware implementation.
6The Rank-based Page Placement (RaPP) leverages hardware multi-queue (MQ) to not only rank pages
on the basis of the page access frequency but also determine when and what pages are replaced between FM
and SM. For this simulation, we faithfully configure MQ parameters as described in Ramos et al. [94] (e.g.
the number of rank queues, a threshold queue, the page liftime, and a filter threshold). Refer to [94] for
other details of RaPP-specific parameters and their algorithm.
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4.4.1 Simulation Methodology
To evaluate the effectiveness of our model-guided page swap, we continue to use an exper-
imental setup from previous Section 4.3.1. However, for this simulation, we continuously
switch applications in a workload every 128 instruction execution that an application can fill
up ROB once, until the workload completes one run. This has an effect similar to running
a multiprogrammed workload on a multi-core processor. Even if we rapidly switch an ap-
plication with another to alternate the ownership of a processor, note that each application
maintains its locality and memory reference order.
Meanwhile, we set an epoch to a time span to execute 12.8 million instructions, which
corresponds to 4 milliseconds in our processor clock speed. As before, we perform an epoch-
based page swap at the end of an epoch, and the memory requests by a page swap compete for
a request queue in a memory controller with demanding requests from applications. However,
this simulation additionally takes into account a rank-based page swap scheme (RaPP) from
previous page migration research so that we can compare our scheme over the existing related
work. This RaPP scheme continuously determines the need of page swap based on a page
ranking system, and performs page swaps on-the-fly throughout an epoch, not just at the
end of epoch. In addition, different from others, RaPP scheme has no upper-limit on the
number of pages that can swap in an epoch as original authors assumed. Table 7 specifies the
page swap schemes that we consider, all of which use the access frequency for hot and cold
page classification. However, RaPP scheme additionally leverages a time-based information
for that classification to consider a page decaying interval.
4.4.2 Evaluation Results
In this section, we present the simulation results of the proposed model-guided, hardware
page swap. Figure 31 compares the overall IPC performance improvement of our model-
guided swap to baseline, static schemes, and RaPP policy. From the figure, we find that
the model-guided page swap improves application performance by 28.9%, 13.3%, and 26.1%
compared to the baseline, static page swap cases, and RaPP, respectively. In contrast to the
static schemes that simply rely on page access frequency, our model-guided scheme carries
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Figure 31: Comparison of IPC performance improvement.
out a page swap only when the model predicts that the page swap can improve performance
by considering the memory request arrival rate as well as the service rate of FM and SM
region. Figure 32 shows how our model-guided page swap adaptively selects the number of
page swaps to regulate page swap rate so that an application can benefit from page swaps.
Meanwhile, Figure 33 displays how RaPP scheme performs the page swap over epoch. We
only explain the most interesting, representative workloads.
In Figure 31, mix1 benefits from static page swap schemes. Specifically, it achieves
higher IPC performance improvement with a larger number of page swaps. However, we also
observe that our model-guided scheme outperforms the ub.500 scheme even if the number
of page swaps of the model-guided scheme is less than that of the ub.500. While the ub.500
resorts only to page hot and cold information and continues to swap pages, the model-
guided scheme selectively accomplishes page swaps, depending on the condition of each
memory region. Moreover, the ub.10 and ub.100 try to swap even when there are insufficient
swappable pages around the 50th epoch in Figure 32a. These unjustifiable page swaps hurt
the performance. The negative performance impact caused by bad page swaps can be clearly
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observed in RaPP scheme, which achieves only 1.3% performance improvement over baseline
even if it performs 18.7×more page swaps than the model-guide scheme (see Figure 33). This
implies that RaPP scheme, which does not evaluate the achievable gain from page swaps,
produces a significant amount of non-profitable page swaps and they offset the performance
improvement achieved by page swap.
For mix6, our model-guided scheme greatly outperforms other schemes, and the gain
comes from ameliorating heavy SM utilization. According to page access frequency, the
workload has many hot and cold pages appropriate for swap, so static schemes continuously
swap pages, although the actual gain achieved by swap is small. However, since the SM
region has high utilization, a careless addition of write traffic by a page swap to the region
offsets the benefit of swap. Due to the same reason, we found that RaPP scheme under-
performs the baseline by 7.9% with 3× more page swaps than the model-guided scheme. In
contrast, our model-guided scheme throttles page swaps if the profitability condition is not
met, though swappable pages exist. Note that our model-guide scheme makes a difference
on the application performance with the capability that swaps the right number of pages at
the right moment.
For mix10, static schemes ub.10 and ub.100 boost the IPC performance. Afterward,
the application performance degrades as the number of page swaps increases. Specifically,
we observe that later epochs commit the mistake of executing non-profitable page swaps
and thus servicing demand memory requests from applications is delayed. We also observe a
similar but worse situation with RaPP scheme, whose performance is lower than the baseline
by 4.7% due to more unjustifiable page swaps. Compared to this, the model-guided page
swap scheme forbids page swap in most epochs immediately after a system accomplishes
profitable page swaps in the early stages of execution.
As for mix11, all static schemes underperform the baseline. This implies that suppressing
any page swap achieves the best performance for this workload. The access pattern of pages
in mix11 is mostly uniform in terms of access frequency, and thus there are not many pages
to swap. For example, we can see that the number of page swaps with the ub.100 scheme
goes to zero more frequently compared to mix6. Different from static schemes which do
not consider the expected profit or loss, our model-guided scheme is capable of identifying
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Figure 32: Number of page swaps over epoch.
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Figure 33: Number of page swaps over epoch with RaPP [94].
and suppressing detrimental page swaps. As a result, the number of page swaps with our
model-guided scheme dramatically decreases by 17.3× over the ub.500. For NVRAMs with
the limited write endurance, this is another important factor to consider. Meanwhile, it
is notable that RaPP scheme outperforms our model-guided scheme by 38.6%. Figure 33
shows that RaPP scheme always generates high volume of page swaps throughout mix11’s
entire execution, and on average, executes 3.68K page swaps per epoch. On the other hand,
other schemes including the model-guided scheme have a constraint that they can do only
maximum 500 page swaps per epoch. The upper-limit of 500 page swaps per epoch prevents
these schemes from achieving the performance improvement. In addition, it is another factor
for them to underperform RaPP that they perform page swap following a “monitoring-and-
swap” rule which initiate page swaps at the end of an epoch. We expect that having a shorter
epoch than 12.8M instructions as well as a broader range of the number of page swaps to
select will ameliorate this performance issue for mix11.
In summary, our model-guided scheme outperforms both static schemes and the existing
RaPP scheme by 13.3% and 26.1%, respectively by filtering out non-profitable page swaps.
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4.5 RELATED WORK
Ramos et al. [94] studied page ranking and migration policies in a hybrid memory. Using
hardware multi-queues (MQ), they ranked pages based on the access frequency and decaying
period, and moved a page to another region when it reached a specific MQ level, which
represents a migration threshold. However, the overhead of extra traffic by page migrations
has not been addressed in their works, and various heuristic (so, hard to tune) knobs governs
a process of deciding a page decaying interval and suppressing a harmful migration. Unlike
their work, our approach considers the overhead of the swap-induced extra requests, and
does not rely on tunable parameters for page swap decision.
Pavlovic et al. [88] studied the effect of data placement and migration policies in HPC
architectures with a hybrid memory. By running HPC applications whose memory footprints
were much larger than ours, they made a similar observation to ours that a DRAM+PCM
hybrid memory with a dynamic migration policy was several dozen percentages slower than
DRAM-only systems. However, they did not study why a hybrid memory system achieves
a performance comparable to a DRAM-only system, while our work answers the question.
In addition, they used a migration parameter whose value should be changed and tuned
whenever the running application changes.
Shen et al. [102] investigated the data placement of parallel benchmarks in a software-
managed hybrid memory, using an in-house profiling tool and emulator. A profiler named
DataPlacer instrumented a program on every function call to collect a per-function memory
access pattern, then used the information for guiding a data placement. However, a software-
based profiling that requires the per-function instrumentation is inapplicable to programs
whose source codes are not public. Different from their work, our hardware based approach
is transparent to user applications and does not require any code modification.
Bock et al. evaluate the impact of page migration in DRAM+PCM hybrid memory
on system performance [15]. By breaking down various types of overhead in the memory
hierarchy experienced by a memory request, they found the queuing delay at NVM banks as
well as an external memory bus is a key limiting factor that hinders performance improvement
by a software-managed hybrid memory. Different from our work, they assumed a software-
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Figure 34: Number of page swaps over epoch for other workloads.
managed hybrid memory which is dependent on OS-level page usage information, and they
did not provide an exact analytical model to consider the queuing effect within a memory
controller while making a page migration decision.
4.6 SUMMARY
In this work, we present an analytical model to investigate the effect of hardware-based page
swap in a hybrid memory, and evaluate the effectiveness of a model-guided, hardware-driven
page swap using the proposed model. Our approach to address a page swap in a hybrid
memory is novel in that the effect of page swap is understood from a perspective of the
flow control. Instead of just considering page references for a swap decision, the proposed
model explicitly evaluates the profitability of a page swap at a system-level by observing the
varying latency gap and traffic ratio between memory regions.
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Our simulation results show that the proposed model is correlated to the architecture
simulation as close as 90.9% with regard to the direction of AMAT variation. Meanwhile,
the model-guided page swap improves IPC performance, on average, by 28.9% and by 13.3%
over no page swapping and the studied static page swap schemes. In addition, the model-
guided page swap considerably reduces the number of page swaps by up to 17.3× compared
to the static schemes while achieving better performance. In summary, the model-guided,
hardware-driven page swap is a viable choice for improving the performance of a system with
a hybrid memory.
The following highlights some of our interesting findings.
• On a system that can run a memory-intensive workload in-memory, page reference history
in OS’s page LRU list is coarse-grained and a system should not rely on the software
information to identify pages for a page swap.
• A page swap model built upon simple queuing theory can precisely appraise the prof-
itability of a page swap, although the absolute CPI from the model may deviate from
architecture simulation results. This is due to an accurate prediction of a performance
direction change which enables assessing the profitability of a page swap.
• The access latency ratio of NVRAM to DRAM seen at program runtime 7 is much smaller
than that shown at a device-level. This implies that naively considering a transistor-level
latency ratio to evaluate the profitability of a page swap may result in detrimental page
swaps at a system-level due to an incorrect expectation of attainable profits.
• The model-guided, hardware-driven page swap scheme which captures a dynamic vari-
ation of access latency and traffic distribution in a hybrid memory significantly outper-
forms static swap schemes as well as no swap (baseline) via its systematic and adaptive
page swap decision.
7we call this runtime access latency ratio as a dynamic latency gap.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this chapter, we summarize key contributions that this dissertation work made, and
describes our future works.
5.1 CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this dissertation, we studied effective methods to integrate an emerging NVRAM into the
memory hierarchy of an existing system platform. Since the main memory and secondary
storage of current systems have not taken emerging NVRAM technologies into account, the
lack of understanding the difference and uniqueness of NVRAMs causes the inefficient system
designs.
To address the inefficiencies and fully exploit the advantages of emerging NVRAM tech-
nologies, we proposed and evaluated two new ideas, which are the Memorage architecture,
and the model-guided, hardware-driven page swap mechanism.
The former improves the system performance by dynamically sharing emerging NVRAM
resources across main memory and storage system when a system is under high memory
pressure. Compared to the conventional methods to handle high memory pressure, our
experimental results indicate that the proposed Memorage architecture not only achieves the
large application performance improvement, but also considerably extends the system-level
NVRAM lifetime. We expect that this work will spur researchers to reconsider the system-
level implications of the relationship between memory and storage in future NVRAM-based
systems. In addition, the relevant industries may benefit from our experimental methodology
which allow them to evaluate NVRAM-based systems at the early system development stage.
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Meanwhile, the later improves the performance of applications running with a hybrid
main memory by judiciously swapping pages from the faster memory with those from the
slower memory. We showed that examining the profitability of a page swap while making
page swap decisions is very important to better utilize the faster memory and improve the
performance. Also, we observed the a conventional OS is incapable of identifying hot/cold
pages of memory-intensive applications, suggesting that the page classification for page swap-
ping should be performed in hardware. We believe that our analytical model to evaluate
the profitability of a page swap and our findings of page swap behaviors will inspire other
researchers to address this in-memory page swap from a perspective of the system-level flow
control, not the traditional approaches based only on page access frequency.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, we have successfully evaluated the Memorage architecture through a
working prototype system, and demonstrated that dynamic NVRAM resource sharings across
the conventional memory hierarchy could considerably boost the application performance un-
der heady memory pressure. However, the current prototype system can be further improved
by introducing better policy modules in order to adaptively determine the capacity of the
memory and storage, respectively. When a high-level policy maker to control Memorage op-
erations has been integrated into Memorage architecture, a system administrator can more
flexibly change the behavioral rules of Memorage (e.g. a ratio of capacity partitioning be-
tween memory and storage) according to a recent system usage pattern. Therefore, we plan
to conduct a research on Memorage’s policy module.
As for in-memory page swap, we have dealt with only anonymous pages allocated by
the non-file oriented applications such as SPEC CPU2006 to evaluate our hardware-driven
in-memory page swap in a hybrid main memory. However, the OS VMM manages not only
anonymous pages but also file pages. These file object-oriented applications which frequently
issue access requests to NVRAM storage devices will have different page reference patterns
from that of heap and stack-oriented applications. Hence, a future work is to investigate
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the potential of our model-guided page swap for those storage applications. In addition, the
proposed models can be extended to consider the impact of page swaps between heap and
file pages on system-wide performance.
Lastly, we plan to explore the value of Memorage architecture and in-memory page swap
by running recent commodity applications on a large-scale system. For example, it will be
interesting to evaluate how the studied system-level techniques influence the performance of
IMDB (In-Memory Database) or Spark’s clustered data processing applications.
We expect this dissertation work to inspire other researches on the integration of various
emerging NVRAM technologies into current NVRAM-unaware memory hierarchy, and we as-
pire to see our proposed architecture/techniques applied to the design of a future commodity
computing system.
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